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SYMBOLS AND DEFINITIONS^ 
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American Society of Agricultural Engineers 
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non-corn material larger than 4.8-mm; a quality factor 
used in corn trade 
bulk density 
bushel (1 bu corn = 56.00 lb @ 15.5% MCWB = 47.32 lb 
dry matter) 
cubic feet of air per minute per bushel (for corn, 
1 cfm/bu = 18.58 L/s*t) 
computer simulation 
some characteristic particle dimension 
^ Some definitions are unique to this dissertation— 
other sources may define the same term differently. 
viii 
D bin diameter 
DEI drying energy index 
= purchased energy per unit of water removed 
heat of vaporization of free water @ 20 C 
AP/i static pressure drop per unit of bed depth 
AT temperature rise 
e particle roughness factor 
E void fraction or porosity of a granular material 
FT field test 
in. H^O inches of water pressure (1 in. H^O = 248.7 Pa) 
KD kernel density 
a numerical constant 
I corn depth 
LF large fines; material caught between 4.8-mm and 
6.4-mm round-hole sieves 
L/s*t liters of air per second per metric ton (for corn, 
1 L/s*t = 0.05382 cfm/bu) 
MC^ initial moisture content, wet basis 
MCWB moisture content, wet basis 
fluid viscosity 
MWPS Midwest Plan Service 
NADWIS corn drying model for computer simulation; 
natural-air drying with stirring 
0^ open area in a perforated floor (decimal fraction) 
P price of corn 
corn ^ 
P , price of electricity 
ix 
$ particle shape factor 
points percentage points, abbreviated pt 
PR percentage points of moisture removed, wet basis 
Q airflow 
R' statistical coefficient of determination 
p g fluid density 
r/min revolutions per minute 
S salvage value 
SCM Shedd's curve multiplier 
= measured airflow resistance 
Shedd's airflow resistance 
SCR Shedd's curve ratio = SCM at a given moisture 
SCM^ 
SEM stirring effect multiplier 
= SCM after stirring 
SCM before stirring 
SF small fines; material that passes through a 
4.8-mm round-hole sieve 
SP static pressure 
t metric ton (It com = 1000 kg @ 15.5% MCWB 
= 845 kg dry matter = 39.37 bu) 
T tax bracket 
TF total fines; material that passes through 
a 6-4-mm round-hole sieve 
V horizontal speed 
X 
apparent fluid velocity 
= fluid volume flowrate 
inlet cross-sectional area 
wet basis 
week 
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INTRODUCTION 
Stirring com in natural-air dryers can potentially 
reduce drying time, spoilage, overdrying, energy use, and 
cost of drying. 
Natural-air dryers are not normally equipped with grain 
stirring equipment. (See Figure 1.) With conventional 
natural-air drying, bin filling and fan operation begin as 
soon as moisture of corn in the field falls to 25%* or less 
(usually by mid-October). If the fan can provide 
recommended airflow for the harvest date and corn moisture, 
bin filling can proceed as rapidly as harvest permits. 
Relatively cool outdoor air (0 to 20 C) is pulled in by 
the fan and forced up through the corn. Drying air is 
heated only by the fan (about 1 to 3 C). A drying zone 
develops near the floor and moves slowly upward. Corn below 
the zone is in approximate equilibrium with drying air while 
corn above the zone remains near its initial moisture 
content. Because the wet corn is held at low temperatures, 
it spoils slowly, but also dries slowly (3 to 6 weeks). 
Airflow must be high enough and harvest moisture low enough 
that corn dries before it spoils. 
' Unless noted otherwise, all moisture contents are wet 
basis. 
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GRAIN SPREADER 
HUMID EXHAUST AIR 
WET CORN 
V. DRYING ZONE 
Z/////Z 
DRY CORN 
OUTDOOR 
AIR _ 
PERFORATED FLOOR ELECTRICrPOWERED FAN 
FIGURE 1. Conventional natural-air corn dryer 
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Natural-air drying offers several advantages over other 
drying methods. It allows rapid bin filling, equipment is 
relatively simple and trouble-free, quality of the dried 
corn is high, purchased energy per unit of water removed is 
low, and corn handling during drying is minimized. But 
conventional natural-air dryers also have some 
disadvantages. Most years, corn at bin bottom dries to less 
than market moisture. This overdrying reduces the weight of 
corn available for sale. At the same time, wet corn at the 
top of the bin carries a high spoilage risk, especially in 
unusually warm, humid fall weather. 
Limited use of grain stirrers (Figure 2) in natural-air 
dryers can reduce overdrying, spoilage risk, and energy 
costs. Stirrers vertically mix grain in a bin, blending it 
to a nearly uniform moisture content. This reduces moisture 
content and thus spoilage risk of corn on top, and increases 
moisture of overdried corn at bottom. Grain mixing also 
allows turning the drying fan off when average corn moisture 
reaches the desired value rather than waiting for the drying 
zone to move all the way to the top. In some years, energy 
savings from early fan shut off are sizable. In addition, 
stirrers increase airflow through grain, which also reduces 
drying time and energy use. 
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GRAIN SPREADER 
HANGER STIRRING-AUGER MOTOR 
CROSS-TUBE MOTOR LOST STORAGE-
SPACE TRACK 
GRAIN FLOW 
STIRRING AUGER 
10 cm 
PERFORATED FLOOR 
FIGURE 2. Natural-air dryer with grain stirrer 
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Excessive use of stirrers, however, may cause problems 
with fines (small pieces of broken corn and foreign 
material). Fines are undesirable in natural-air bins 
because they restrict airflow, promote spoilage, and reduce 
corn market value when quantity exceeds 3% of corn weight. 
Stirrers have been accused of creating fines by breaking 
corn kernels, but conclusive research results are lacking. 
Research does indicate that stirrers shift existing fines 
toward the drying floor, but effect on drying performance 
has not been documented. 
Excessive stirring may also increase drying time and 
fan energy requirements. Natural-air drying has relatively 
low purchased-energy requirements because drying air 
approaches equilibrium with wet corn at the top of the bin 
and leaves nearly saturated. If corn is stirred after 
average moisture falls below about 20%, degree of air 
saturation decreases and drying time and fan energy use 
increase. 
This study was undertaken to answer two major questions 
about natural-air stir drying: 
1. How should grain stirrers be managed to maximize 
advantages ^d minimize disadvantages? 
2. Are benefits from stirring large enough to 
justify the cost of owning and operating stirring 
equipment? 
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First, field studies were undertaken to develop and 
test practical stirrer management schemes and to observe the 
effect of stirring on fines production and movement and 
airflow. Next, field-test results were used to modify a 
computer model to simulate natural-air stir drying. 
Finally, the computer model was used to simulate drying with 
many airflow levels and weather conditions. Results were 
used in an economic analysis of the benefits of stirring. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
Natural-Air Drying 
Development 
Work on natural-air crop drying in the United States 
began in the 1920s. It was originally called "forced-air 
drying with unheated air" and later "mechanical ventilation 
with unheated air." The term "natural drying" was reserved 
for processes relying on wind pressure for air movement 
through the crop. Ear corn, soybeans, and wheat were dried 
in the earliest tests. Lehmann (1925) authored the first 
unheated-air drying report that appears in U.S. agricultural 
engineering literature. 
Trullinger (1927) reported on ear corn drying tests at 
the Illinois Agricultural Experiment Station. Researchers 
found that forced, unheated air worked, but was costly when 
weather was cold and damp. Kansas researchers found similar 
results when drying wheat with "cold air" (Anon., 1928). 
Duffee (1927) successfully dried barley in Wisconsin with 
unheated air. He realized the importance of adequate 
airflow and reported that he used 5 cfm/bu, but he did not 
list initial grain moisture. 
Research on artificial drying of ear corn and cereal 
grains was largely prompted by mechanization of harvesting 
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methods. As early as 1924, cornpicker-huskers were found to 
be cheaper than hand picking (Aspenwall, 1924). They worked 
best under slightly wet conditions, which sometimes led to a 
need for artificial drying. Adoption of combine harvesters 
for cereal grains led to harvest at moistures too high for 
safe storage. Ag engineers were called upon to develop 
inexpensive drying equipment for farmers (Wirt, 1927). 
Grain drying research was also stimulated by rural 
electrification. Until electric power became available on 
farms, crop-drying fans were powered by internal combustion 
engines. They were not very convenient or reliable (Foster, 
1950). Once electricity was available, power suppliers 
pressured researchers to find profitable uses for it. As a 
result, a lot of hay drying research with electric-powered 
fans was conducted in the 1930s and 40s. Experience at 
drying hay with unheated air facilitated corn drying 
research when field shelling became more common (Hukill, 
1957). 
Research on shelled-corn drying paralleled development 
of shelled-corn harvesters. McKibben (1929) reported an 
attempt by Iowa State College researchers to harvest drilled 
corn with a modified small grain combine and expressed a 
need for corn drying. Logan (1931) discussed further work 
on the corn combine along with unheated-air drying of 
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shelled com by Walter G. Ward at Iowa State College. Other 
work on unheated-air drying was reported by Kelley (1939), 
Barre and Kelley (1942), Shier et al. (1943), Holman and 
Carter (1947), Hukill (1948, 1954), Shedd (1949), Foster 
(1950, 1953), Hurlbut et al. (1952), and Strait and Keppel 
(1954). Much of this research was stimulated by the need 
for better drying of grain stored by the Commodity Credit 
Corporation, or stored on farms under government loan 
(McArthur, 1949). 
While some researchers were conducting grain drying 
field studies, others worked on basic grain drying theory 
and grain physical properties. Hukill (1947) outlined basic 
principles of grain drying and a layer by layer calculation 
method for charting drying progress. Airflow resistance of 
bulk grain was studied by Henderson (1943) and Shedd (1953). 
Data on equilibrium moisture content and/or heat of 
vaporization of water from corn were collected by Henderson 
(1952), Johnson and Dale (1954), Thompson and Shedd (1954), 
Rodriquez-Arias (1956), Chung and Pfost (1967), and others. 
The amount of time available to dry corn at different 
moistures and temperatures (allowable storage time) was 
observed by Teter and Roane (1958), Saul and Lind (1958), 
Steele et al. (1969), and Saul (1970). 
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In addition to testing unheated-air drying, many of the 
pre-1970 researchers also dried grain with "supplemental 
heat," or air heated only 2 to 15 degrees C. Shove (1970b) 
used the term "low-temperature" to describe these drying 
methods. Shove had first tried aerating corn with unheated 
air and mechanically-refrigerated air (Shove and Andrew, 
1969), but decided heating air a few degrees was more 
appropriate for corn drying in Illinois (Shove, 1970a, 
1970b, 1971, 1972). He developed airflow and supplemental 
heat recommendations that were widely repeated in commercial 
grain drying literature (IFEC, 1972, 1973, 1978; Arnholt and 
Rupp, 1974; Iowa Power, 1974; Anderson, 1975; and FEC, 
1976). 
By the late 1960s, enough work had been done 
mathematically describing grain drying processes, grain 
physical properties, and air properties (Brooker, 1967), 
that researchers were able to develop computer grain drying 
models. With appropriate weather data inputs, these models 
could very rapidly simulate many grain dryer configurations 
under a wide variety of weather conditions. Bloome 
developed a near-equilibrium model (Bloome and Shove, 1971) 
that was refined by Thompson (1972) and further modified by 
Morey (Morey et al., 1976). These researchers used their 
models to develop recommendations for low-temperature drying 
(both airflow and amount of supplemental heat). 
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In 1978, the Midwest Plan Service received a grant from 
the U.S. Department of Energy to write a handbook on solar 
grain drying. (Solar drying is usually a low-temperature 
process.) The Plan Service assembled most of the north-
central region's leading researchers on low-temperature and 
solar drying and had them agree on a set of recommendations 
for corn producers. These recommendations were printed in 
MWPS-22, Low-temperature & solar grain drying handbook 
(MWPS, 1980)—currently the most complete source of 
information on low-temperature drying in the north-central 
region. 
Airflow recommendations for low-temperature dryers, 
1952 to present, are presented in Table 1. 
Description of natural-air drying 
As mentioned in the last section, MWPS-22, Low-
temperature & solar grain drying handbook (MWPS, 1980) is 
currently the primary source of information on low-
temperature drying methods, including natural-air drying. 
Most of the following information is from MWPS-22. 
Natural-air drying is a slow (3 to 5 weeks), in-storage 
drying process that usually takes place in a cylindrical bin 
equipped with grain spreader, full perforated floor, and 
positive-pressure fan powered by an electric motor (Figure 
1). Drying air is heated only by the fan (about 1 to 3 C). 
TABLE 1. Airflow recommendations for low-temperature com 
dryers^ 
Source: USDA Hurlbut Strait & CDMA Shove 
et al. Keppel 
Years: 1952, 1952 1954 1956 1970a 
1960, 
Moisture 1965, 
content 1969 
(% wet basis) Minimum recommended 
28 
26 
25 5 
24.5 
24 
23.5 
23 
22.5 
22 
21.5 
21 
20 3 
18 2 
15 1 
^For single-fill bins of shelled com harvested 
mid-October in Iowa or areas bordering Iowa. 
^Illinois Farm and Electrification Council, Urbana. 
^Nebraska Inter-Industry Electric Council, Columbus. 
Midwest Plan Service, Iowa State University, Ames. 
®Not recommended. 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
3 
3 
2 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
NR 
13 
IFEC^ IEEC NIIEC^ Morey IEEC Pierce & MWPS^ 
(from Shove) (from et al. Thompson 
Thompson) 
1972 1973 1973 1977 1978 1978a 1980 
airflow (cfm/bu) 
5 
2 3 4.5 3 5.44 
1.5 2 3 2.5 2 2.42 
1.5 1.5 1.25 1.47 
3 
2 
1.5 
1.25 
0.75 0.75 1 0.64 1 
0.375 
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Grain depth is usually 3.5 to 5.5 m and full-bin airflow is 
usually 18 to 38 L/s*t. Suggested management is to start 
the fan during bin filling and run it continuously until all 
grain in the bin is dry, or winter weather arrives. If 
drying is not completed in fall, grain is cooled to about 0 
C for winter storage. Drying is then completed in spring. 
During drying, a 0.3- to 0.6-m drying zone develops 
near the floor and moves slowly up through the grain. Grain 
below this zone comes to approximate equilibrium with 
average drying-air conditions, while grain above the zone 
remains, near its initial moisture. 
Some advantages that natural-air drying provides corn 
producers are: 
• Minimum grain handling. Equipment and labor costs 
and grain damage are low because grain is not moved 
until it is fed or sold. 
• High-quality dried grain. Because relatively cool, 
moist air is used (compared to high-temperature 
dryers), corn kernels are not exposed to the high 
thermal and moisture gradients that cause stress 
cracks. Stress cracks reduce milling quality and 
increase breakage susceptibility of kernels. 
• Less dependence on petroleiim-based fuels. 
Petroleum-fuel shortages have occurred several 
15 
times in the last decade, while electric power has 
remained plentiful. 
• Low purchased-energy requirements per unit of water 
removed. Purchased energy is used primarily for 
air movement—most of the drying potential comes 
from the natural drying potential of outdoor air. 
• Unlimited harvest rate. Fans are usually sized to 
deliver necessary airflow with full bins, so once 
moisture of corn in the field is low enough, bins 
can be filled as rapidly as harvest permits. 
• Management is size neutral. Operation is the same 
regardless of bin size, so natural-air dryers are 
equally appropriate for large or small farms. 
One disadvantage of natural-air drying is that corn at 
bin bottom often overdries. Overdrying is defined as drying 
to less than market moisture, which is usually 15.5%. Corn 
is sold by weight, so when it is overdried, revenues are 
reduced—water is removed that could have been sold at the 
price of corn. Energy costs are also higher for overdried 
corn because extra water is evaporated. 
Another disadvantage of natural-air drying is that corn 
above the drying zone is held at high moisture and thus at 
high spoilage risk. Even when airflow and corn moisture 
recommendations are followed, this wet corn can spoil in 
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unusually warm weather. Spoilage from fungal activity 
consumes dry matter, results in price discounts, and under 
certain conditions can contaminate corn with toxins. 
Grain Stirrers 
Mixing effects 
If moisture from wet kernels at the top of natural-air 
bins could be transferred to overdried kernels at bottom, 
overdrying and spoilage risk could both be reduced. White 
et al. (1972) mixed wet and dry corn kernels and found that 
moisture does transfer between kernels. Moisture content of 
each fraction came to within about one percentage point of 
the average moisture content of the mixture. Thus, 
vertically mixing corn in a natural-air dryer should bring 
about moisture transfer and safer, less costly drying. 
Pierce and Thompson (1978b) used computer simulation to 
study potential solutions to the overdrying problem. They 
concluded that mixing grain would work best. 
Equipment is available to vertically mix grain in bins. 
In-bin grain stirrers were first marketed about 1962 (Bern, 
1980). They consist of one or more bare, vertical screws 
about 51 mm in diameter (down augers) mounted on a 
horizontal support (Figure 2). One end of the support runs 
on a track fastened near the top of the bin wall and the 
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other end pivots on a hanger suspended from the bin roof. 
Down augers are powered by electric motors and mix grain by 
elevating kernels from floor to surface. Another electric 
motor moves the auger support around the bin while moving 
the down augers radially along the support. This produces 
the spiral stirring patterns illustrated in Figure 3. Down 
augers move along the spiral at a horizontal speed of about 
4.2 m/h. 
Research has shown stirrers to be effective in blending 
grain to a uniform moisture. Bern (1980) says that stirrers 
can equalize grain moistures in a bin with 24 to 48 h of 
operation. Hall and Beaty (1970) found a very uniform grain 
moisture in their stirred model bin. In solar rice drying 
tests, Calderwood (1977) measured a 6-point moisture 
variation in unstirred bins, but only one percentage-point 
variation in stirred bins. Stirrers limited moisture 
variation to 0.8 percentage points in low-temperature corn 
drying bins at Purdue University (Baker et al., 1979). 
Airflow effects 
Airflow through a granular material like corn is 
determined by fan characteristics and the material's airflow 
resistance. Airflow resistance is usually expressed as 
pressure drop per unit depth of material, AP/i. 
AP/i = f(V,p^,v^,E,D,d,^,e,P) (Bern, 1984) 
where AP = pressure drop across total bed depth 
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RADIAL DIRECTION CHANGE 
A. SINGLE-AUGER 
RADIAL DIRECTION CHANGE 
B. MULTIPLE-AUGER 
FIGURE 3. Approximate grain-stirring patterns 
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1 = total bed depth 
V = apparent fluid velocity 
= fluid volume flowrate 
total inlet area 
Pf = fluid density 
= fluid viscosity 
E = void fraction or porosity of granular 
material 
D = bin diameter 
d = some characteristic particle dimension 
0 = particle shape factor 
e = roughness factor 
g = granule orientation factor 
In natural-air drying, air temperature variation is 
generally small enough that p ^  and can be treated as 
constants. D is included to account for wall effects. If D 
is greater than 16d, it can be neglected (Bern^ 1984). For 
grain dried in farm-sized bins, d is about 6 mm and D is 
usually 5.5 m or greater (D k 917d). Shape factor, 0, and 
roughness factor, e, are generally negligible. For 
undisturbed grain, porosity, E, and granule orientation 
factor, g, are constant, so 
AP/i = f(V,d). 
Shedd (1953) measured the airflow resistance of various 
grains and presented the data as shown in Figure 4. The 
20 
2 
ordinate is V in cfm/ft , the abscissa is AP/i in in. 
water/ft, and each curve represents a different value of d. 
Shedd's curves are for clean, loose-filled grain of one 
variety, at one moisture content. If grain variety or 
moisture, bin-filling method, or amount of fine material is 
changed, airflow resistance will be different from Shedd's 
value. Researchers often calculate the ratio between 
airflow resistance measured in their experiments and Shedd's 
value at the same airflow. Some researchers call this ratio 
a pack factor. Because the term "pack factor" is also used 
in discussions about bulk density changes, I will use 
Shedd's curve multiplier (SCM) to avoid confusion. 
When non-spherical particles like corn kernels are 
stirred, it becomes necessary to include porosity, E, and 
granule orientation, B, in the airflow resistance equation. 
For a given lot of corn, particle diameter, d, will be 
constant. 
AP/i = f(V,E,&) 
where E = 1 - BD/KD (Nelson, 1978) 
and BD = bulk density 
KD = kernel density 
At constant moisture, kernel density is also constant. 
So if stirring increases or decreases ûP/i at a given V, the 
change must be caused by a change in bulk density and/or 
kernel orientation. 
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Ergun (1952) developed the following semi-empirical 
equation for airflow resistance of granular materials. P, 
$, and e are incorporated into constants and k^. 
AP/i = k^ (1-E)2 V + k^ (1-E) pg 
E^d^ E^d 
Bern and Charity (1975) modified the Ergun equation by 
also lumping ii£/ Pg, and d into the constants. The 
resulting equation gives airflow resistance as a function of 
only porosity and airflow. 
AP/i = V + (1-E) 
f ? 
where x^, x^, and x^ are regression constants. 
Bern and Charity's equation was adopted as ASAE 
Standard D272.1 Section 5 (ASAE, 1983). The equation 
indicates that airflow resistance will decrease when 
porosity increases. Because porosity increases when bulk 
density decreases (at constant kernel density), this means 
that reductions in bulk density should decrease airflow 
resistance. 
A number of studies have shown that stirring corn 
reduces airflow resistance, which generally results in 
greater airflow from a given fan. Toms (1958) measured up 
to 30% airflow increase in stirred 12% moisture corn and up 
to 56% airflow increase in stirred 26% moisture com in a 
model bin. Bern (1973) also noted airflow increases in a 
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similar study of stirring. In high-temperature bin-batch 
dryers, Frus (1958) observed lower static pressure for 
stirred batches. Hurburgh and Bern (1978) calculated 
Shedd's curve multipliers of 1.1 and 1.2 for stirred low-
temperature drying bins compared to 2.2 and 1.7 for 
unstirred bins. Stirring wet, spreader-placed corn cut 
airflow resistance 50% and boosted airflow 33% in a test by 
Bern et al. (1982). 
Only one of these studies examined effect of stirring 
on kernel orientation. Bern (1973) acknowledged problems 
with his measuring technique, but observed that stirring did 
not significantly change kernel orientation. He concluded 
that his airflow increases were caused by 6.5 to 10% bulk 
density reductions. Toms (1968) also measured bulk density 
decreases and came to the same conclusion. Part of Bern's 
1982 study (Bern et al., 1982) supported the bulk density 
explanation. Bulk density was reduced 8% when airflow 
through wet, spreader-placed corn increased 33%. But 
stirring gravity-placed corn increased airflow 5 to 11% with 
no change in bulk density. Kernel orientation deserves 
further consideration as a factor in stirring studies. 
Most research has shown that a single stirring 
increases airflow through corn. Additional stirrings, 
however, do not necessarily bring further airflow increases. 
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Toms (1968) found that repeated stirring did not continue to 
increase airflow and sometimes decreased it. Baker et al. 
(1979) made similar observations in their field tests. One 
stirring reduced static pressure 10% compared to an 
unstirred bin and a second stirring made it 25% lower. 
After that, stirring had no further effect on static 
pressure. 
In stir-drying tests, it is difficult to separate the 
effect of stirring on bulk density and airflow resistance 
from effects brought on by grain moisture changes. Shedd 
(1953), Chung and Converse (1971), Patterson et al. (1971), 
Gustafson and Hall (1972), Hall (1972), Nelson (1978), and 
Hague et al. (1981) conducted lab studies on the 
relationships between corn moisture and bulk density, 
porosity, and/or airflow resistance. Their results indicate 
that as moisture of clean, loose-filled corn decreases, bulk 
density increases with a resulting decrease in porosity and 
increase in airflow resistance. When Patterson et al. 
(1971) kept corn porosity constant, however, airflow 
resistance decreased with moisture content. Apparently 
kernel shape, orientation, or surface characteristics become 
important when porosity is held constant. 
In field tests, where bulk density and airflow 
resistance are measured as corn dries in situ, results seem 
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to be opposite those for lab studies. Maiwald (1979) found 
that bulk density of an unstirred low-temperature drying bin 
decreased to a minimum as average com moisture decreased 
from 21% to 17% and then increased as corn dried to 15% 
moisture. Airflow and static pressure fluctuated from day 
to day with no obvious trend. Converse et al. (1983) found 
that both bulk density and airflow resistance decreased as 
unstirred corn dried. Perhaps differences in filling 
methods, use of ^  situ bulk density, or use of average bin 
moisture caused the difference between lab and field test 
results. 
Fines production and movement 
Fines are small pieces of broken corn and foreign 
material. They are undesirable in natural-air bins because: 
• When present in large quantities, they reduce corn 
market value. Corn price is usually discounted 
when broken corn and foreign material (BCFM) exceed 
3% by weight. 
• Fines spoil faster than whole kernels (Kalbasi-
Ashtari, 1980). 
• Fines increase airflow resistance of grain. Haque 
et al. (1978) and Grama et al. (1984) developed 
equations for pressure drop through corn as a 
function of percent fines. 
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• During bin filling, particles tend to segregate by 
size, so pockets of high fines concentration 
develop. Because these pockets of fines have high 
airflow resistance, drying air diverts around them 
and the likelihood of spoilage increases. 
Some corn producers believe that stirring augers 
produce fines by breaking corn kernels, but little research 
has been conducted. Frus (1968) reported that stirrers 
caused no apparent grain damage in his short-term, high-
temperature batch drying tests. No reports on grain damage 
from long-term stirring were found in the literature. 
There is some evidence that stirrers shift existing 
fines toward the bin floor. Baker et al. (1979) suspected 
that fines concentration was increasing in the lower part of 
their stirred low-temperature bins, but data were too 
variable to support firm conclusions. Israel (1980) was 
able to document a statistically significant shift of fines 
to the lower half of a stirred low-temperature drying bin. 
He did not examine effect on airflow. 
Stir-Dryer Performance and Economics 
As discussed earlier, stir drying has some advantages 
over conventional natural-air drying. But if stirrers are 
to be a worthwhile investment, the value of savings from 
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stir drying (reduced spoilage, overdrying, and energy use) 
must exceed the considerable cost of owning and operating 
stirring equipment (first cost, interest, repairs and 
maintenance, insurance, value of lost storage space, and 
electricity use). Some researchers have compared 
performance of stir dryers with conventional low-temperature 
dryers using field tests and/or computer simulation. 
Hurburgh and Bern (1978) compared stirred and unstirred 
dryers in an on-farm test. Operating 8 h/day, a stirrer 
saved little drying energy in a fall with normal drying 
weather. The next fall, with 4 h/day stirrer operation and 
very dry weather, stirring greatly reduced energy use and 
overdrying. The authors suggested operating stirrers less 
after corn dried to about 20% moisture to maintain greater 
drying efficiency. 
Baker et al. (1979) did not save energy, but did reduce 
spoilage by stirring a low-temperature drying bin. 
Continuous stirring resulted in greater electric energy use 
than no stirring (0.6 vs. 0.3 kWh/kg of water removed). The 
next year, electric energy use was the same for an unstirred 
bin and one stirred 24 h/wk. But enough spoilage occurred 
in the top of the unstirred bin to reduce corn grade from 
No. 2 to No. 3. 
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Pierce and Thompson (1978b) used a computer model to 
compare solutions to overdrying in low-temperature bins. 
Stirring looked most favorable and was predicted to reduce 
drying time and dry matter loss as well as overdrying. 
Morey et al. (1978a) simulated natural-air stir drying 
using a computer. Stirring was assumed to increase airflow 
20% and was predicted to reduce overdrying and maximum dry 
matter loss. Seven- to 14-day stirring intervals seemed 
preferable to continuous stirring. 
Williams et al. (1978) included an economic analysis in 
their computer simulations. Airflow resistance was assumed 
to be 1.6 times greater in unstirred bins than in stirred 
ones. Stirring improved dryer performance (reduced 
overdrying and spoilage), but increased total drying cost. 
Colliver et al. (1979a) examined the effect of various 
stirring plans (none, once during filling, once/week, 
once/day, and continuous) on electric energy and overdrying 
costs for low-temperature dryers. Their computer model 
predicted lowest total cost (energy + overdrying) for daily 
stirring. Fixed costs were not considered. 
Both fixed and variable costs were considered in a 
computer modeling study by Loewer et al. (1984). Using some 
fairly conservative inputs (only 5-year stirrer life, only 
10% airflow increase, high stirrer-energy use), they 
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concluded stirrers were not economical for natural-air 
dryers, but were economical for systems using supplemental 
heat. 
Summary 
The literature indicates that conventional natural-air 
drying has many advantages, but it holds com atop the bin 
at high moisture and high spoilage risk while overdrying 
corn at bin bottom. Commercially available grain stirrers 
have been shown to improve natural-air dryer performance by 
reducing spoilage and overdrying, with added benefits of 
boosting airflow and cutting energy use. It is not clear 
though, whether the airflow increase is sustained after 
repeated stirring, whether stirrers produce fines, or 
whether fines movement by stirrers affects airflow. Past 
economic analyses of natural-air stir drying have not been 
very positive, but inputs were unfavorable to stirring and 
stirrer management was not optimized. 
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OBJECTIVES 
The overall objectives of this project were to develop 
management recommendations for corn producers with stirred 
natural-air dryers and to determine whether installing 
stirrers in natural-air dryers is cost effective. Specific 
objectives were to: 
1. Measure bulk density, airflow resistance, and 
airflow changes in stirred and unstirred natural-
air dryers during corn drying.' 
2. Quantify fines production and movement in stirred 
natural-air corn dryers. 
3. Compare drying time, energy use, and overdrying 
in stirred and unstirred test bins. 
4. Modify a computer model so that it accurately 
simulates natural-air stir drying. 
5. Simulate natural-air drying with various airflow 
levels and stirring schemes using 20 years of Des 
Moines, Iowa weather data. 
6. Compare net revenues for stirred and unstirred 
natural-air drying. 
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FIELD TESTS 
To accomplish the first three objectives, field tests 
comparing stirred and unstirred natural-air corn drying were 
conducted during the 1982-83 and 1983-84 drying seasons. 
Equipment 
Corn was dried in three identical 5.5-m diameter by 
5.7-m high metal bins at the Iowa State University Woodruff 
Farm 9 km southwest of Ames. They will be identified as the 
"east," "center," and "west" bins. Each bin was equipped 
with a full perforated drying floor and a David Bin Level 
model 918 motor-powered grain spreader.^ Meter sticks 
permanently mounted inside each bin wall were used to 
measure grain depth. Static pressure in the bin plenums was 
measured with Magnehelic pressure gauges plumbed to 
piezometer rings. Each piezometer ring consisted of 9.5-mm 
outside-diameter copper tube that encircled the bin 
connecting pressure taps spaced 120 degrees apart (three per 
bin). 
^ Reference to a company or product name is for 
specific information only and does not imply approval or 
recommendation of the product to the exclusion of others 
that may be suitable. 
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In both years, drying air was forced up through the 
bins by electric-powered, axial-flow fans. The first year, 
each bin was equipped with a Caldwell 3.7- to 5.2-kW (5- to 
7-hp), 610-inm diameter fan. A performance curve for this 
model fan (Figure 5a) was developed by testing the fans in 
place on the bins. During the fan tests, a smooth 610-mm 
diameter, 6.1-m long tube was attached to the fan inlet and 
airflow measured using a pitot tube traverse at various 
levels of fan static pressure. Static pressure was varied 
by changing corn depth in the bins. Test procedures 
followed AMCA Standard 210-74 (AMCA, 1975) except that no 
air straighteners were used in the inlet tube. Data from 
the three fans were very consistent and so were pooled to 
develop a single fan curve (Figure 5a). Field data were 
fairly close to manufacturer's published values—especially 
at static pressures less than about 0.7 kPa. 
In the 1983-84 test, the Caldwell fan on the east bin 
was replaced by a Rolfes 2.2-kW (3-hp), 457-mm diameter fan. 
Time did not permit testing the new fan, so manufacturer's 
values were used (Figure 5b). 
The east and center bins were equipped with Sukup Stir-
Up, single-auger stirring machines. Down augers were bare 
51-mm diameter, right-hand screws with 25-mm diameter shaft 
and constant 70-mm pitch. Electric 1.1-kW (1.5-hp) motors 
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turned the down augers about 513 r/min. In the east bin, 
the support tube was driven by two 0.19-kW (0.25-hp) motors. 
The stirrer in the center bin was a newer model and had only 
one 0.19-kW motor on its support tube. Figure 2 is a 
schematic of the stirrers. In each bin, the down auger 
moved along a spiral path (Figure 3a) at a horizontal speed 
of about 4.2 m/h. 
Procedure 
Bins were filled October 21-22, 1982 and October 13-14, 
1983 with about 75 t wet, shelled, yellow dent corn (Pioneer 
3382) per bin. Exact corn quantities and average moisture 
contents are listed in Table 5. Corn quantity was intended 
to be the same in each bin and was determined by the maximum 
amount that would allow trouble-free operation of the 
stirrers. This meant initial corn depth in the unstirred 
bin was only about 4.3 m, which left nearly 1 m unused 
depth. Loads containing about 10 t wet corn were alternated 
among bins in an effort to produce similar fines and 
moisture profiles in each bin. Similar 203-mm diameter 
screw conveyors were used to fill each bin. 
One pelican sample was taken per 1.25 t as wagons were 
unloaded. Accumulated pelican samples were split with a 
Boerner divider to produce one 3-kg sample per 10-t load for 
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analysis at the Iowa State University Grain Quality Lab. 
Sample moisture was measured using the 72-h, 103 C air-oven 
test (ASAE Standard 352.1 (ASAE, 1983)) and fine material 
content was determined using a Carter dockage tester 
equipped with 4.8-mm and 6.4-mm round-hole sieves. 
Drying fans were started during bin filling and 
operated continuously (except during several power outages) 
until average daily temperatures fell below freezing. Corn 
was aerated once during winter 1982-83 (25 h) and twice 
during winter 1983-84 (53 h). In both field tests, drying 
was completed in April and bins were emptied in summer. 
During drying, plenum static pressures were manually 
recorded about once a day and grain depths once or twice a 
week. Corn depths were always measured just before 
stirring, and just after stirring and hand leveling of the 
corn surface. Each bin was probed in three locations, once 
a week, with a Cargill Prob-A-Vac. Samples were taken at 
five depths (surface; 1.2 m, 2.4 m, and 3.6 m down; and 
floor) per location. The three samples from each depth were 
then mixed to give one composite sample at each depth per 
bin. A Carter dockage tester was used to determine fines 
content and a DICKEY-john GAC II was used to measure 
moisture. 
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Drying was considered complete when moisture content of 
all samples was 15.5% moisture or less. After drying, corn 
was removed from the bins and sold. Pelican samples were 
taken during bin unloading and analyzed for final fines and 
moisture (air-oven) content. 
Stirring plans 
The west bin was the control and was operated as a 
conventional, unstirred natural-air dryer both years. 
In 1982-83, the east bin was used to test the effect of 
frequent stirring. It was believed that continuous stirring 
would cause excessive fines shift (Israel, 1980) and poor 
drying efficiency (Morey et al., 1978a), so one stirring per 
week was selected. Stirring periods of 48 h were chosen 
based on Bern's (1980) statement that stirrers can 
completely mix grain in 24 to 48 h of operation. The east 
bin was stirred about 48 h during bin filling, 48 h/wk 
during drying, and another 48 h when average moisture fell 
below 15.5%. 
Research has shown that limited stirring can increase 
airflow and reduce overdrying and spoilage, but too much 
stirring can reduce airflow and drying efficiency and cause 
fines problems. A three-time stirring plan was developed 
that was intended to provide the benefits of stirring while 
minimizing hours of stirrer operation. This plan was tested 
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in the center bin in 1982-83. The bin was first stirred for 
48 h after filling to increase airflow. It was stirred 
another 48 h when average moisture reached about 20% to 
reduce spoilage risk of the top layer, yet allow air to 
leave nearly saturated. Finally, the bin was stirred 48 h 
when average moisture fell below 15.5% to reduce overdrying 
and allow earlier fan shut off. 
In 1983-84, corn was drier at harvest, so a two-time 
stirring plan was tested in the east and center bins. The 
bins were to be stirred 48 h during bin filling and another 
48 h when average moisture reached 15.5%. 
Stirring plans are summarized in Table 2. 
Results and Discussion 
As the footnotes to Table 2 indicate, actual stirring 
deviated from the plans listed. In 1982-83, the deviation 
was caused by too infrequent sampling and too slow sample 
analysis. Bins were only probed once a week and sample 
moistures were not returned to me for 1 to 3 days. This 
procedure allowed corn to get drier than intended before the 
second stirring in the center bin (19% instead of 20%) and 
before final stirring and fan shut off in both stirred bins 
(14.10% in the east bin and 13.65% in the center bin instead 
of 15.5%). In 1983-84, a hand-held moisture tester 
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TABLE 2. Stirring plans for field tests 
Bin 1982-83 1983-84 
East 48 h during filling 48 h during filling 
48 h/wk during drying 48 h @ -15.5% avg. MCWB 
48 h @ -15.5% avg. MCWB^ 
Center 48 h after filling 48 h during filling 
48 h @ ~20% avg. MCWB^ 48 h @ -15.5% avg. MCWB*^ 
48 h @ -15.5% avg. MCWB^ 
West No stirring No stirring 
^Actually stirred at 14.10% MCWB. 
^Actually stirred at 19% MCWB. 
^Actually stirred at 16% and again at 15.18% MCWB 
(three stirrings instead of two). 
^Actually stirred at 13.65% MCWB. 
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indicated that the center bin was dry in late fall, so the 
bin was stirred and the fan turned off. Later probing 
showed the moisture was still 0.5 percentage points too 
high, so drying was completed and the bin restirred in 
spring. Although the results that follow show that stirred 
bins used less electric energy than unstirred, the savings 
could have been even greater with more timely stirring. 
Bulk density, airflow resistance, and airflow 
Raw airflow and airflow resistance data from the field 
tests are listed in Tables A1 to A5 in Appendix A. Values 
are quite variable and are a function of weather, initial 
corn moisture, corn quantity, and fan characteristics. An 
attempt was made to generalize the data to make results 
independent of some of these factors and thus more useful in 
studies where weather, moisture, corn quantity, and fan type 
differ. Plotting Shedd's curve ratio (SCR) as a function of 
wet basis percentage points of moisture removed (PR) seemed 
most general. SCR is the ratio of Shedd's curve multiplier 
(SCM) at a given time during drying to the initial SCM 
calculated immediately after bin filling (unstirred bins) or 
after the first stirring. Results are presented in Figures 
7, 9, and 11. 
Airflow ratio (AR) is plotted as a function of points 
of moisture removed (PR) in Figures 6, 8, and 10. AR is the 
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ratio of airflow at a given time during drying to initial 
airflow after bin filling (unstirred bins) or after the 
first stirring. AR is somewhat dependent on fan 
characteristics and so not as general as SCR. But the 
equations for AR vs. PR were useful in computer simulation 
and are applicable when the fan performance curve is 
parallel to the ones in this study (Figure 5). 
Data points in Figures 5 to 11 represent the average 
SCR or AR for three consecutive days. Static pressure 
readings were affected by wind speed and direction and 
sometimes varied greatly from one day to the next. Using 
average values helped smooth day-to-day fluctuations. 
Calculation followed these steps: 
1. Daily static pressure readings were adjusted to 
account for differences in air density from the 
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standard value (1.20 kg/m ). 
corrected = (standard air density) 
(actual air density) 
Actual air density was read from a chart in AMCA 
210-74 (AMCA, 1975) using barometric pressure and 
wet and dry bulb temperatures from Des Moines, 
Iowa weather records. Des Moines is about 55 km 
south of the test site. 
2. Total fan airflow was calculated by inputting 
adjusted static pressure to the fan equation 
(Figure 5). 
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3. Airflow resistance (pressure drop per unit depth) 
was calculated from adjusted static pressure and 
most recently measured grain depth. 
4. Dividing airflow resistance by Shedd's value at 
the same airflow (Figure 4) produced SCM. 
5. Average airflows and SCMs were calculated from 
values for the day of the moisture probe, the day 
before, and the day after. 
6. Average airflow and SCM were divided by initial 
values to get AR and SCR. 
7. PR was calculated by subtracting average bin 
moisture (based on probe values) from initial 
average moisture. 
For each bin, SCR and AR data from both years were 
plotted on the same graphs. The fact that data from both 
years seem to follow the same trend lines—despite weather 
and initial moisture differences—indicates that using SCR, 
AR, and PR has generalized the results. Data from both 
years were pooled and input to a Statistical Analysis System 
(SAS) program for development of regression equations. 
Equations, coefficients of determination (R ), and curves 
drawn from the equations are shown in Figures 6 to 11. In a 
2 few cases, third order equations gave slightly better R 
values, but second order equations were selected for 
uniformity and simplicity. 
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to have much higher initial bulk density than wet com when 
both were spreader-placed. Large differences in growing-
season weather between the two years might have produced 
differences in kernel size, shape, or density that 
influenced bulk density results. Unfortunately, this 
hypothesis cannot be tested because kernel properties were 
not measured in the field tests. 
Figure 12 shows that both years, average iji situ bulk 
density of the unstirred corn decreased as it dried. 
Converse et al. (1983) observed a similar trend, as did 
Maiwald (1979) for drying to 17% moisture. The 1982-83 
field data were used to develop an equation for bulk density 
as a function of moisture content (Figure 12). 
According to Bern and Charity (1975), decreasing bulk 
density should decrease airflow resistance and thus, Shedd's 
curve multiplier. Figure 13 indicates that in 1982-83, SCM 
did decrease as bulk density decreased. Data for 1983-84 
show no clear trend. 
SCM values predicted by Bern and Charity's equation 
were also plotted on Figure 13. Because kernel density was 
not measured in the field tests, two separate estimates were 
made. First, Nelson's (1978) relationship between kernel 
density and moisture content and my equation for bulk 
density vs. moisture content were used to calculate KD and 
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FIGURE 12. In situ bulk density of unstirred corn during 
drying 
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FIGURE 13. Shedd's curve multiplier vs. in situ bulk 
density for unstirred corn 
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BD at several moisture levels. (See lower curve.) KD 
3 
ranged from 1227 to 1257 kg/m . These KD values agree with 
values published by Chung and Converse (1971), Gustafson and 
Hall (1972), and ASAE (1983). But as you can see. Nelson's 
KD values give SCM values considerably less than those 
measured in the field tests. Bern and Charity (1975) found 
3 
an average KD of 1170 kg/m for their corn samples. Using 
KD = 1150 kg/m^ gives much better agreement (upper curve), 
but predicted SCM is still low. Apparently KD of field test 
corn was very low or some other kernel property differed 
from corn used by Bern and Charity in developing their 
equation. 
Weekly stirring In 1982-83, the east bin was 
stirred during bin filling and once a week during drying. 
After the first stirring, SCM was about half that in the 
unstirred bin (1.18 vs. 2.35). The next few stirrings 
increased SCM (Figure 9 and Table 3). Airflow resistance 
decreased during the last half of the drying period, but 
never returned to the initial level. Even though repeated 
stirring kept SCM above the initial value, SCM for this bin 
was nearly always less than that for the unstirred bin. 
After the first stirring, airflow was 39% greater than 
in the unstirred bin containing the same amount of corn and 
equipped with the same model fan. Airflow decreased with 
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subsequent stirrings, but returned to initial values by 
season's end (Figure 8). 
Table 3 and Figure 14a indicate that the relationship 
between SCM and bulk density is quite erratic for the east 
3 bin. Assuming kernel density equalled 1150 kg/m and using 
Bern and Charity's equation gives a curve that does pass 
through the field data, but with a great deal of scatter. 
The scatter is probably caused at least in part by the 
effect of stirring on kernel orientation and- fines. 
Three-time stirring In the 1982-83 test, the center 
stirrer was not started until after the bin was full. Bulk 
density and SCM before stirring were very close to initial 
3 
values for the unstirred bin: ®^center ~ kg/m , 
= 815 kg/m^, SCM . = 2.43, SCM = 2.35. After the 
' center west 
first stirring of the center bin, BD and SCM were very close 
to values for the east bin, which was stirred during 
filling: = 777 kg/m^, = 764 kg/m^, 
SCM . =1.21, SCM , = 1.18. It seems reasonable to 
center east 
assume that prestirring BD and SCM for the east bin would 
have been similar to those in the center and west bins. 
Thus, stirring during filling appears to have the same 
effect as stirring after bin filling. Stirring during 
filling is much preferred and is recommended, because 
starting stirrers in full bins of wet corn is difficult and 
can damage the stirrer. 
TABLE 3. Effect of stirring on bulk density, airflow, and 
airflow resistance 
Average Bulk density^ 
Stirring moisture (kgV) 
Bin period^ (% wet basis) Before After % Change 
East 1 24.7 __d 764 _ _  
1982-83 2 23.9 782 779 -0.4 
3 20.5 775 773 -0.2 
4 19.5 782 781 -0.1 
5 18.4 781 773 -1.0 
6 17.6 775 779 +0. 6 
7 17.1 777 762 -2.0 
8 16.0 763 770 +0.9 
Center 1 24.5 817 777 -5.0 
1982-83 2 18.9 774 779 +0.6 
East 1 19.5 __d 785 M 
1983-84 2 15.5 792 788 -0.5 
Center 1 19.3 __d 787 « « 
1983-84 2 15.8 801 792 -1.2 
3 15.3 796 788 -1.0 
^Each stirring period equals about 48 hours. 
^Bins were filled using mechanical spreaders. 
^Stirring effect multiplier = (SCM after stirring)/(SCM 
before stirring) 
^Stirrer operated during bin filling. 
^Airflow produced by a 610-mm axial-flow fan with 3.7-
to 5.2-kW motor. 
^Airflow produced by a 457-mm axial-flow fan with 
2.2-kW motor. 
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Airflow 
(L/s*t) Shedd's curve multiplier 
Before After % Change Before After SEM^ 
— — 38.1 — — — — 1.18 — — 
38.1® 34.2 - 9.9 1.26 1.49 1.18 
36.4 31.4 -13.6 1.39 1.82 1.31 
31.2 34.6 +11.0 1.91 1.56 0.81 
31.6 33.4 + 5.7 1.81 1.68 0.93 
34.4 34.4 0.0 1.59 1.60 1.01 
30.1 35.9 +19.0 1.84 1.57 0.85 
34.0 36.0 + 6.3 1.58 1.50 0.95 
27.1® 38.3 +41.3 2.43 1.21 0-50 
35.7 37.3 + 5.0 1.47 1.35 0.92 
24.4 M » 1.27 mm m» 
23.4^ 24.3 + 4.2 1.45 1.44 0.99 
37.7 mm « a 1.12 M 
36.2® 26.4 + 0.8 1.25 1.31 1.05 
36.4 38.6 + 6.2 1.26 1.12 0,89 
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FIGURE 14. Shedd's curve multiplier vs. in situ bulk 
density for stirred corn. 
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Starting stirrers in full bins also encourages unsafe 
practices. For example, it is tempting to use a pipe wrench 
to start a stalled down auger while the power is on. When 
the three-time stirring plan is used, there is a chance that 
the stirrer will not start on its own for the second 
stirring. (It should start without assistance the third 
time when the corn is dry.) Operators should resist the 
temptation to use unsafe practices and follow manufacturer's 
instructions for starting stalled stirrers. • 
After the first stirring, airflow resistance increased 
(Figure 11) and airflow decreased (Figure 10) throughout 
drying. In general though, airflow resistance was lower and 
airflow greater than that in the unstirred bin. 
Initial stirring in the center bin increased airflow 
41.3% and cut airflow resistance in half in 1982-83 (Table 
3). With drier corn in 1983-84, effects from the initial 
stirring were not as large—airflow was 128% and airflow 
resistance was 64% of initial values in the unstirred bin. 
The large initial airflow increase and airflow 
resistance decrease in the center bin in 1982-83 were 
accompanied by a 5% bulk density decrease. After that, the 
relationship between bulk density and airflow resistance 
became somewhat erratic (Table 3 and Figure 14b). As with 
the east bin, predicted SCM values from Bern and Charity's 
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3 
equation and an assumed kernel density of 1150 kg/m passed 
through the 1982-83 data, but with quite a bit of scatter. 
Again, fines and changes in kernel orientation may have been 
a factor. Data for 1983-84 fall fairly close to the Bern 
and Charity curve when KD is assumed to equal 1200 kg/m^. 
This supports the belief that kernel density was different 
the second year. 
Effect on fines 
The small pieces of broken corn and foreign material 
(weed seeds, chaff, soil, etc.) mixed with whole corn 
kernels are called fines. As discussed in the Literature 
Review, fines are undesirable because they reduce corn 
market value, restrict airflow, and increase spoilage 
susceptibility. Initial fines concentration in shelled corn 
is determined largely by combine-harvester operation— 
concave clearance, cleaning-air volume, and sieve setting. 
After harvest, fines concentration is generally increased by 
insect activity and kernel damage from drying and handling. 
Fines concentrations were monitored during the field 
tests to determine whether stirring produced and/or moved 
fines in the drying bins. Several categories were 
monitored; 
• Small fines (SF): broken corn and foreign material 
small enough to pass through a 4.8-mm {12/64-in.) 
round-hole sieve. 
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• Commercial BCFM: broken corn and foreign material 
that pass through a 4.8-mm round-hole sieve plus 
larger pieces of foreign material retained on the 
sieve. Not much large foreign material was present 
in the field tests, so BCFM and SF were essentially 
the same. 
• Large fines (LF): material that passes through a 
6.4-nim (16/64-in.) round-hole sieve, but is 
retained on a 4.8-mm sieve. This fraction was 
monitored to determine whether effect of stirrers 
on fines varied with particle size. 
• Total fines or fines (TF); large fines + small 
fines. 
Fines movement Figures 15, 15, and 17 show fines 
concentration in probe samples taken during drying. Data 
points are for the top of the bin, drying floor, and average 
for all five depths probed. 
As expected, there was little evidence of fines 
movement in the unstirred bin (Figure 15). Fines 
concentration was quite uniform with depth on each probe 
date. " Fines concentration at all depths increased slightly 
during drying. This may be explained by kernel breakage 
caused by drying stresses or more likely, by particle 
shrinkage during drying which allowed more particles to fall 
through the sieves. 
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CENTER BIN, 1982-83 (STIRRED 3 TIMES) 
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Fines data for the stirred bins are plotted in Figures 
16 and 17 along with best fit curves produced by linear 
regression. Floor fines data for both bins were widely 
scattered and values from the first probe of the center bin 
were so unreasonable that they were left out of the 
analysis. The erratic week-to-week variation in floor fines 
data was probably caused by vacuum-probe characteristics and 
fluctuations in moisture content of fines on the floor. 
Hurburgh et al. (1979) found that vacuum samplers draw in a 
disproportionately large quantity of fines, especially when 
concentration is high. So during dry weather, the probe 
probably exaggerated fines content in floor samples. During 
wet weather, floor fines rewet, became sticky, and tended to 
crust together. Most likely, fines did not flow into the 
probe very well and reported fines concentrations are too 
low under these conditions. 
Positive slopes for all lines in Figures 16 and 17 
indicate an increase in fines content at all depths during 
stir drying. Except for Figure 17a, lines for floor 
concentration have the greatest slope, meaning either more 
fines were produced near the floor or stirring shifted fines 
downward. The fact that floor samples were actually taken 
below the ends of the stirring augers indicates a fines 
shift. 
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The wide scatter in floor fines data reduces confidence 
in the slope values listed in Figures 16 and 17. Except for 
Figure 16b, the probabilities that the slopes are nonzero 
are all less than 85%. But observations made during bin 
unloading added evidence that stirring shifted fines 
downward. Corn in the bottom third of the stirred bins 
flowed poorly because of high fines content and com on the 
floor below the ends of the stirring augers had extremely 
high fines content. Many of the fines on the floor had 
crusted together and were scooped out in chunks. 
Grama et al. (1984) developed a set of clean corn 
multipliers (CCM) quantifying the air flow resistance of 
mixtures of clean shelled corn and fines. Their CCMs were 
used to estimate the effect of a fines shift on airflow 
resistance. It can be shown that, theoretically, airflow 
resistance should be the same whether fines are uniformly 
distributed throughout a bin or concentrated at bottom. In 
practice, crusting of fines on the floor in wet weather may 
have restricted airflow. Unfortunately, no data were taken 
that allowed analysis of airflow resistance of the crusted 
finest 
Brooker et al. (1974) present an equation for pressure 
drop through perforated floors that shows pressure drop to 
be inversely proportional to the square of the void fraction 
of grain above the floor. 
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AP = (10"V9)(Q/(EO^))2 
where AP = pressure drop through floor (in. HgO) 
Q = airflow (cfm/ft^) 
E = void fraction of grain on floor 
0^ = open fraction of floor 
2 Using typical values of 20 cfm/ft , 10% open floor, and 
40% as void fraction for clean grain, = 0.0278 in. 
H^O. But if a high concentration of fines cuts void 
fraction to 20%, pressure drop through the floor increases 
to 0.111 in. H2O. This illustrates that fines on the floor 
can affect total airflow resistance. But void fractions 
were not measured, so exact calculations are not possible. 
Values taken from the floor fines curves in Figure 16 
and 17 show that the ratio of small fines to total fines 
decreases over time. This indicates that large fines 
accumulated on the floors of the stirred bins slightly 
faster than small fines. Stirring may have either caused 
greater movement of large fines or produced more large 
fines. 
Summarizing discussion on fines movement: 1) stirring 
shifted fines toward the floor, but vacuum-probe samples did 
not allow accurate quantification of the shift; 2) a 
concentration of fines on the drying floor may have 
increased total airflow resistance by crusting together, and 
by increasing pressure drop through the floor. 
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Fines production Slopes of lines for average fines 
concentration in Figures 16 and 17 are positive with a high 
probability (greater than 98%) of being nonzero. This 
indicates that stirring increased fines content. 
Further evidence of fines production by stirrers was 
provided by pelican samples taken during bin filling and 
unloading. Wet corn was sampled as it flowed from wagons 
into screw conveyors used for bin filling. Dry corn was 
sampled after it left under-floor bin unloading augers. Any 
increase in fines between these two sampling points is 
attributable to damage from fill and unload augers, grain 
spreaders, kernel stresses caused by temperature and 
moisture gradients during drying, insects, and stirring. No 
insects were found during drying, so insect damage was 
considered negligible. Handling equipment and drying 
stresses were similar for all three bins, so fines 
production from these factors was assumed to be the same in 
each bin and was assumed to be represented by fines increase 
in the unstirred bin. Subtracting fines increase in the 
unstirred bin from fines increase in the stirred bins should 
give an estimate of fines production from stirring. 
Table 4 shows the fines increases in all three bins in 
1982-83. No increase in BCFM was measured in the unstirred 
bin and large fines increased only 1.10 percentage points or 
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about 556 kg on a dry matter basis. Net increase in fines 
from stirring (in kg dry matter) was similar for the two 
stirred bins. But because the center stirrer operated less 
than half as many hours as the east one, fines production 
per hour of stirrer operation was more than twice as high in 
the center bin. It's possible that some characteristic of 
the center stirrer caused greater grain damage. A more 
likely explanation though, is that rate of fines production 
decreases with time. Stirrers probably break kernels that 
were cracked by the combine, fill auger, and spreader. Once 
cracked kernels are broken, only sound kernels remain and 
rate of fines production decreases. This would give lower 
dry kg fines production per hour for stirrers operated 
longer. Figure 18 supports the argument. Fines production 
in the east bin was nearly a linear function of stirring 
time for 300 h, but then leveled off. 
Fines production rates in Figure 18 not only leveled 
off, they turned negative. This is unreasonable because it 
implies that fines content in the bin decreased. The 
apparent decrease in fines was probably caused by the 
vacuum-probe problem described earlier. After 300 h of 
stirring, many of the fines had shifted to the drying floor 
and crusted together, inhibiting flow into the probe. Poor 
probe sampling also caused discrepancies between values in 
Figure 18 and values from pelican samples in Table 4. 
TABLE 4. Fines production from stirring corn^ 
East^ Center^ 
BCFM® LF^ Total BCFM LF Total 
Final 
% 1.70 3.70 5.40 1.50 3.70 5.20 
dry kg 1062 2311 3373 933 2301 3234 
Initial 
% 1.00 2.20 3.20 0.92 2.10 3.02 
dry kg 625 1374 1999 572 1306 1878 
Increase 
dry kg 437 937 1374 361 995 1356 
Net increase^ 
dry kg 437 381 818 361 439 800 
dry kg/h 1.06 0.92 1.98 2.36 2.87 5.23 
^ata from pelican samples taken 1982-83; 
1 stirring auger per bin, 513 r/min axial 
rotational speed, 4.2 m/h horizontal speed. 
^Stirred 48 h/wk, 414 h total; 4.22 m average corn depth. 
^Stirred 3 times, 153 h total; 4.12 m average corn depth. 
Unstirred. 
^Broken corn and foreign material: material through 
4.8-mm round-hole sieve plus non-corn material larger 
than 4.8 mm. 
^Large fines: material between 6.4-mm and 4.8-mm 
round-hole si eve s. 
^Net increase from stirring = Fines increase in 
stirred bin - fines increase in unstirred bin. 
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West* 
BCFM LF Total 
1.10 3.20 4.30 
680 1978 2658 
1.10 2.30 3.40 
680 1422 2102 
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Initial fines concentrations were very uniform for 
incoming loads of wet com. But because stirring shifted 
fines toward bin bottom, fines concentration was much higher 
for the last loads of dry corn removed from the bins. As 
workers scooped out the last corn, fines flow became erratic 
and difficult to sample accurately. In 1982-83, a surge 
wagon was used in an attempt to even fines flow and improve 
sampling accuracy. Using a surge wagon must have helped, 
because it was not used in 1983-84 and fines data were so 
erratic that they were unusable. 
Uneven fines flow from stirred bins could cause market 
discounts when loads are valued individually. Average BCFM 
in the stirred bins was well below the 3% discount level, 
but a few loads exceeded 3%. In 1982-83, the last load from 
the east bin contained 5.4% BCFM and the last two loads from 
the center bin contained 3.7% and 3.2%, respectively. No 
premiums are given for low BCFM, so several loads with 
excess BCFM would reduce profit. If properties for all 
loads from a bin are averaged however, stirring should not 
cause BCFM discounts. 
Using clean corn multipliers from Grama et al. (1984), 
the extra fines in the stirred bins should have made SCM 
about 2% greater than in the unstirred bin by season's end. 
But SCM was lower in the stirred bins. Evidently effects 
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from bulk density, kernel orientation, and moisture changes 
offset the effect of fines increase. 
Table 4 shows that stirring produced roughly equal 
quantities of small and large fines. When fines production 
from drying stress and handling is added in however, large 
fines production exceeds small fines by more than 2 to 1 in 
stirred bins. Thus, the greater accumulation of large fines 
than small fines on the floors of the stirred bins was 
probably due to an abundance of large fines rather than 
selective movement by the stirrers. 
Drying results 
Drying time, energy use, and final moisture contents 
for the field tests are given in Table 5. 
1982-83 results Because the stirred bins had higher 
airflow and fans could be shut off when average moisture 
fell below 15.5%, they dried about 11% faster and used about 
10% less electric energy than the unstirred bin. Stirring 
equipment used little electric energy—4.9% of the total for 
weekly stirring and only 1.4% for three-time stirring. The 
east fan motor was slightly less efficient than the center 
one and so used more energy for the same drying time. 
Drying energy index (DEI) expresses electric-energy use 
per unit of water removed from the corn. It is the ratio of 
energy purchased for grain drying to the heat of 
TABLE 5. Field test drying results 
1983-84 
East^ Center^ West^ 
Corn quantity, t® 78.57 77.80 79.20 
Fan motor power 
nominal output, hp 
measured input, kW 
3 
3.26 
5-7 
6.45 
5-7 
6.39 
Initial airflow, L/s*t 24.3 37.7 29.5 
Stirrer power 
measured input, kW 1.03 0.78 — — 
Moisture content 
initial, % wet basis 
final, % wet basis 
19.54 
15.37 
19.60 
15.18 
19.72 
14.32 
Drying time, h 968 675 936 
Purchased drying energy 
fan, kWh 
stirrer, kWh 
3159 
91 
4349 
105 
5984 
total, kWh 3250 4454 5984 
kVJh/t 
kWh/f% 
41.36 
9.92 
57.25 
12.95 
75.56 
13.99 
DEI^ 1.17 1.53 1.67 
^Stirred twice. 
^Stirred 3 times. 
^Unstirred. 
^Stirred 48 h/week. 
®1 t = 1000 kg corn @ 15.5% moisture (wet basis) = 845 kg dry 
matter = 39.37 bushels. 
^Drying energy index = (purchased energy/mass water removed)/ 
(heat of vaporization of free water @ 20 C). 
1982-83 
East^ Center^ West^ 
73.92 
5-7 
6.61 
38.3 
1.03 
24.73 
14.10 
1254 
8292 
426 
8718 
117.9 
11.09 
1.25 
73.61 
5-7 
6.49 
38.3 
0.77 
24.61 
13.65 
1254 
8137 
118 
8255 
112.1 
10.23 
1.16 
73.16 
5-7 
6.49 
27.5 
24.66 
13.02 
1416 
9187 
9187 
125.6 
10.79 
1.23 
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vaporization of free water at 20 C. Because DEI is 
dimensionless, it allows convenient comparison of dryer 
performance regardless of fuel type or system of units. 
Three-time stirring gave the best (lowest) DEI. Even though 
the unstirred dryer used the most electricity, it also 
removed the most water and had second best DEI. 
The unstirred dryer removed more water than desired—it 
overdried corn 2.48 percentage points (15.5%-13.02%). Some 
overdrying occurred in the stirred dryers, too—1.4 points 
for weekly stirring and 1.85 points for three-time stirring. 
Overdrying in the stirred bins could have been reduced by 
sampling corn more frequently as drying neared completion 
and by processing the samples faster. Overdrying was 
unavoidable in the unstirred bin because bottom layers were 
well below 15.5% moisture by the time the top layer dried to 
15.5%. 
No visible spoilage occurred in any of the bins. 
1983-84 results Because three-time stirring used 
less electric energy than weekly stirring in 1982-83, weekly 
stirring was abandoned in 1983-84. Instead, the east bin 
was operated on the same stirring plan as the center bin, 
but with a smaller fan. 
Stirring made initial airflow in the center bin 28% 
greater than in the unstirred bin with the same size fan. 
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Stirring also allowed the small east fan to deliver almost 
as much air as the west one with about half the power input. 
Having highest airflow, the center bin dried fastest. Even 
though the east bin took longest to dry, its low power input 
resulted in lowest total energy use and lowest DEI. The 
center bin had next best DEI. Stirring used 2.8% of total 
electric energy for the east bin and 2.4% for the center 
bin. Poor drying weather made energy use for all three bins 
higher than normal. 
With more frequent sampling and slower drying due to 
poorer weather, less overdrying occurred in 1983-84—0.13 
percentage points in the east bin, 0.32 points in the 
center, and 1.18 points in the unstirred bin. 
Again, no visible spoilage occurred in any of the bins. 
Summary 
In field tests comparing stirred and unstirred natural-
air corn dryers, stirring wet, spreader-placed corn 
initially cut airflow resistance 30 to 50% and increased 
airflow 28 to 41%. Repeated stirring, however, tended to 
increase airflow resistance and reduce airflow from initial 
levels. In unstirred bins, airflow resistance decreased and 
airflow increased as corn dried. Equations were developed 
relating changes in airflow and airflow resistance to 
percentage points of moisture removed. 
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Because airflow resistance is a function of grain 
porosity, which in turn is a function of bulk density, bulk 
density was measured in the field tests. Bulk density 
decreased as unstirred com dried. This may explain the 
decrease in airflow resistance. Initial stirring decreased 
bulk density about 5% and partially explains large decreases 
in airflow resistance of stirred corn. But subsequent 
stirrings produced unpredictable bulk density changes that 
did not fully explain airflow resistance changes. Kernel 
orientation may have influenced airflow resistance of 
stirred corn, but it was not studied in these field tests. 
Stirring during bin filling was found to have the same 
effect on airflow as stirring after filling. Because 
starting stirring augers in a full bin of wet corn is 
difficult, can be dangerous, and can damage stirring 
equipment, stirring during bin filling is recommended. 
Stirring produced an average of about 1.7 kg dry matter 
BCFM per hour of stirring. This rate of fines production 
should not lead to market discounts when properties of all 
loads are averaged. 
A layer of fines developed on the floor of the stirred 
bins below the ends of the stirring augers and formed a 
crust during wet weather. Both the fines increase and fines 
layer on the floor help explain the increase in airflow 
resistance with repeated stirring. 
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Both weekly and three-time stirring reduced drying 
time, electric energy use, and overdrying in natural-air 
corn dryers. Stirring also allowed successful drying of 20% 
moisture corn with a smaller fan, which resulted in 
considerable energy savings. 
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COMPUTER SIMULATION 
The field studies showed thaty under the conditions 
tested, stirring improved performance of natural-air dryers. 
But can we expect the same results under different weather 
conditions, with different airflows, or for other harvest 
moistures and dates? What are the airflow limits before 
spoilage occurs? What average energy use and final moisture 
content can we expect with and without stirring? 
Using field tests to answer these questions would be 
very slow and expensive. Fortunately, mathematical models 
have been developed that allow simulation of natural-air 
corn drying using a computer. Computer models provide very 
rapid "testing" of many different dryer designs under 
controlled weather conditions at relatively low cost. 
Brooker et al. (1974), Morey et al. (1978b), Van Ee (1980), 
and Fon (1983) describe some of the models that are 
available. 
To study natural-air stir drying under conditions 
different from those in the field study, I developed a 
computer model called NADWIS (natural air drying with 
stirring). Field test results were used to calibrate and 
validate the model. After the model appeared to be giving 
suitably accurate results, it was used to simulate drying 
com of various moisture contents harvested mid-October in 
central Iowa. 
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Model Description 
NADWIS is a modified version of FALDRY—a low-
temperature drying model developed at Iowa State University 
by Van Ee (1980). FALDRY is based on Morey's model (Morey 
et al., 1976, 1977), which, had its roots in Thompson's 
storage model (Thompson, 1972). I selected FALDRY because 
it has been validated against field test results by both 
Morey and Van Ee, it was available on the Iowa State 
University computer system, and I already had some 
experience using the model. 
FALDRY allows simulation of layer-filled bins and 
contains subroutines that recalculate grain depth (FILL) and 
airflow (FAN) each time grain is added. FAN contains some 
empirical equations that give fan airflow as a function of 
motor horsepower. In my field studies, airflow was found to 
be a function of average corn moisture, so FAN was replaced 
with equations from Figures 6, 8, and 10. After each 
simulated day of drying, NADWIS calculates points of 
moisture removed since bin filling (PR) and uses the value 
in the appropriate airflow equation to calculate a new 
airflow for the next day of drying. NADWIS was intended 
only for single-fill drying, so the FILL subroutine was 
deleted. To simulate stirring, a subroutine was added that 
sets grain temperature, wet basis moisture, and accumulated 
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dry matter decomposition for each layer equal to the bin 
average at the end of days on which stirring is called for. 
A flowchart for NADWIS is shown in Figure 19 and a 
FORTRAN listing of the program and a sample output are in 
Appendix B. Changes made to FALDRY to develop NADWIS are 
summarized in the section on model validation. 
Here are the inputs needed to run NADWIS. U.S. 
customary units are employed because FALDRY and its parent 
programs were written using these units. 
• Number of bins to be simulated (1 to 6 allowed). 
• Bin diameter (ft). 
• Electrical power drawn by fan motor (kW). If 
better information is lacking, assume 1 kW input/hp 
output. 
• Initial airflow (cfm/bu) after bin is full and 
first stirring is complete. 
• Stirring option: 
-2.0: no stirring, constant airflow. 
-1.0: one initial stirring with constant airflow 
(user should input higher airflow than for option 
-2.0). 
0.0: no stirring, airflow varies as in Figure 6. 
1.0: two or three time stirring (at beginning and 
end of drying and when wet basis moisture of com 
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wetter than 21% falls below 20%), airflow varies as 
in Figure 10. 
2.0: weekly stirring (at beginning and end of 
drying and every 7 days during drying), airflow 
varies as in Figure 8. 
Amount of supplemental heat, in either degrees F or 
Btu/min, beyond heat provided by fan motor and 
impeller. 
Print option. User can obtain hard copy of current 
conditions in each layer daily, weekly, every 2 
weeks, or at shutdown, plus average conditions at 
shutdown, or just average shutdown conditions. 
Final maximum moisture (% wet basis). Drying 
simulation continues until moisture of wettest 
layer is less than value specified, or date is May 
20 .  
Final average moisture (% wet basis). If maximum 
moisture criterion is met, drying simulation stops 
when average moisture is less than value specified 
or date is May 20. 
Number of layers to be simulated in each bin (1 to 
20 allowed, 10 recommended). A greater number of 
layers increases accuracy, but also increases 
computer time and cost per run. 
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• Harvest date (1 = September 7 to 100 = December 
16), initial corn moisture (% wet basis), initial 
corn temperature (F), and corn quantity (dry matter 
bushels). 
• Weather data. I obtained a magnetic computer tape 
of hourly (in some years three-hourly) weather 
records for Des Moines, Iowa, 1945 through 1983, 
from the National Climatic Data Center in 
Asheville, North Carolina. I then wrote computer 
programs to read spring and fall data, 1963 through 
1983, calculate daily averages for dry bulb 
temperature, relative humidity, and absolute 
humidity, and store the averages on disk. NADWIS 
read the average weather values from disk. 
Model Validation 
Accuracy of NADWIS was checked by comparing simulation 
results with field test results for fall 1982. The first 
version of NADWIS used 100% of input airflow in the drying 
simulation and used 100% of electric power input to the fan 
motor to calculate temperature rise of drying air. (Only 
positive-pressure, axial-flow fans were considered.) NADWIS 
badly overpredicted drying, especially in lower layers 
(Figures 20, 21, and 22). 
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Morey et al. (1977) and Anderson* experienced similar 
problems when trying to validate their respective versions 
of the Thompson storage model. Anderson found that at a 
given static pressure, not all airflow read from the 
manufacturer's fan performance curve was really available 
for drying. He applied a "system loss" factor of 0.7442 to 
reduce airflow used in simulation. Morey et al. (1977) 
found that airflow is not evenly distributed across the 
diameter of natural-air dryers. They used correction 
factors of 0.73 to 0.81 to reduce simulation airflow to 
allow for uneven drying. An airflow effectiveness factor of 
0.74 improved agreement with field test results (Figure 23), 
but NADWIS still overpredicted drying. 
Morey et al. (1977) calculated plenum temperature rise 
using 57.5% of fan electrical power. They assumed 85% motor 
efficiency and 50% impeller efficiency. The remaining 42.5% 
of input power was assumed to be dissipated through the corn 
mass and was used to calculate a small temperature rise in 
each layer. For NADWIS, best results were obtained by using 
57.5% of electrical power to calculate plenum temperature 
rise and ignoring the rest (Figures 24, 25, and 26). 
* Personal communication with Michael E. Anderson, 
research associate, Iowa State University Agricultural 
Engineering Department. 
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Discrepancies between simulation results and field test 
results in Figures 24 to 25 can probably be explained by 
these factors; 
• Field tests were conducted near Ames while weather 
data for simulation are from the Des Moines airport 
(65 km away). 
• Equilibrium moisture and drying equations used in 
the model were probably developed for corn 
varieties different from those used in my field 
tests. 
• Inaccuracies in instruments and techniques 
undoubtedly caused some measurement errors of corn 
depth and moisture and airflow in the field 
studies. 
For this study, average bin moistures are more 
important than moisture profiles. Figures 24, 25, and 26 
indicate good agreement between average moistures, so 
accuracy of this version of NADWIS was considered 
acceptable. 
Here is a summary of changes made to FALDRY in the 
development of NADWIS. 
• AVGWTH, a subroutine that allows drying simulation 
with long-term average weather rather than daily 
values, was eliminated. 
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• OPTDRY, a subroutine that uses an optimized layer-
filling technique, was eliminated. 
• FILL and MSTPRF, layer-filling subroutines, were 
eliminated. 
• FAN was replaced with airflow equations from my 
field tests. The appropriate airflow equation (in 
subroutine VANCE) is determined by the stirring 
option selected. 
• STIR, a subroutine to simulate stirring, was added. 
• A factor of 0.74 was inserted into an equation in 
subroutine VANCE to reduce the effective airflow 
used in simulation. 
• A factor 0.575 was inserted to reduce temperature 
rise calculated in subroutine VANCE. 
• Some additional statements were added to the 
shutdown logic in subroutine VANCE to call for 
stirring. 
Variable Selection 
I selected model input variables to simulate, as 
accurately as possible, typical corn harvest and drying 
conditions in central Iowa. Data from field tests were used 
when corn physical properties and airflow resistance values 
were needed. 
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• Bin diameter: 18 ft (5.5 m) was used to match the 
diameter of the field-test bins. 
• Fan input power: Electric power input to the fan motor 
was estimated with this formula: 
Power (kW) = (cfm)(SP)(0.746) 
6356 (0.85)(0.50) 
where cfm = total initial airflow through corn (cfm) 
SP = initial plenum static pressure (in. H^O); 
estimated from initial airflow and SCM 
from my field tests 
0.746 = horsepower to kilowatt conversion factor 
6356 = constant 
0.85 = assumed motor efficiency 
0.50 = assumed impeller efficiency 
Examination of performance data for several fans revealed 
that input power was fairly constant over the normal 
airflow and pressure operating range. Thus, fan input 
power was assumed constant throughout drying. 
• Initial airflow: Initial airflow was entered in cfm/bu 
and usually changed in 0.1 cfm/bu increments between 
runs. The computer model recalculated airflow after each 
day of drying using airflow equations from Figures 6, 8, 
and 10. It was assumed that a series of fans of 
different size with parallel performance curves was 
available. In fact, at least one manufacturer does sell 
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axial-flow fans from 1.5-hp, 18-in. diameter up through 
10-hp, 28-in. diameter with performance curves that are 
nearly parallel to one another and to those of the field-
test fans. 
Supplemental heat; Only natural-air drying was 
considered, so supplemental heat inputs were zero in all 
runs. 
Desired final average and maximum moisture: The usual 
market moisture of 15.5% (wet basis) was used for both 
variables in all runs. 
Layers modeled: I used 10 layers for all simulations. 
Harvest date: October 15 was used because it is close to 
actual field-test harvest dates and is typical for 
central Iowa. 
Corn quantity: Initial bin capacity in bushels was 
calculated using selected bin depth and diameter and bulk 
densities measured in field tests. It was assumed that 
corn producers would fill bins to maximum depth—to the 
eave in unstirred bins and to within 2.0 ft (0.61 m) of 
the eave in stirred bins. Typical farm drying bins are 7 
rings high. 
Corn depth in unstirred bins (20% MCWB) 
= (7 rings) (32 in./ring) . 1.5 plenum height 
12 in./ft 
= 17.2 ft (5.2 m) 
Corn depth in stirred bins (20% and 24% MCWB) 
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= 17.2 ft - 2.0 ft stirrer clearance 
= 15.2 ft (4.5 m) 
With wet corn (MCWB > 24%), fan power requirements become 
unreasonable in deep, unstirred drying bins. To keep fan 
power more reasonable, 5-ring bins were assumed for 24% 
unstirred corn. 
Corn depth in unstirred bins (24% MCWB) 
= (5 rings)(32 in./ring) _ plenum 
12 in./ft 
= 11.8 ft (3.6 m) 
• Initial moisture: Drying of 24% MCWB corn was simulated 
because that value is near harvest moisture in one of the 
field tests and because 24% is near the upper, practical 
limit for natural-air drying of single-fill bins. Drying 
of 20% MCWB corn was also simulated. The second field-
test used approximately 20% moisture corn and many Iowa 
farmers with natural-air dryers harvest corn near 20%. 
• Initial temperature: It was assumed that grain 
temperature would equal outdoor air temperature at 
harvest. On October 15 in central Iowa, this value 
averages about 50 F (10 C) (ASAE, 1983). 
• Model years: Des Moines, Iowa weather from a recent 
20-year period, fall, 1953 through spring, 1983, was used 
for the simulations. 
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Results and Discussion 
As shown in Appendix B, NADWIS output includes date drying 
is complete, fan energy, final average moisture content, and 
maximum dry matter loss. In a number of trial runs using 
1963-83 Des Moines weather data, airflow was varied in 0.1 
cfm/bu increments until 90% drying success was achieved. 
Drying success is defined as completion of drying by May 20 
with < 0.5% dry matter loss in the layer with highest dry 
matter loss. Thompson was the first to propose 0.5% dry matter 
loss (Thompson, 1972) and 90% probability (Pierce and Thompson, 
1978a) as criteria for drying success in simulation studies. 
These criteria have been generally accepted and were used to 
develop the airflow recommendations in MWPS-22 (MWPS, 1980). 
Tables 6 and 7 summarize simulation results for drying 20 
and 24% MCWB corn, respectively, harvested mid-October in 
central Iowa. Airflow is minimum required to achieve 
successful drying at least 18 years out of 20. 
20% MCWB corn 
Table 6 shows that stirring reduces initial airflow 
requirement for 90% successful drying of 20% MCWB corn from 
16.7 to 11.1 L/s*t. (MWPS recommendation for unstirred 20% 
MCWB corn is a little less than 18 L/s*t (MWPS, 1980).) The 
reduced airflow requirement reduces fan input power from 3.0 kW 
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to 0.4 kW (for 7-ring, 5.5-m diameter bins). Because stirring 
cuts both fan power requirement and drying time, mean energy 
use decreases 83%—from 57.53 to 9.72 kWh/t. Energy use 
figures from computer simulation are much lower than actual 
energy use in the field test with 20% MCWB corn. This is 
attributable largely to the high fan power and airflow used in 
the field test. 
Stirring also reduced overdrying from 2.06 percentage 
points to 0.085 points. You might expect that years with low 
energy use (favorable drying weather) would have greater 
overdrying. Table 5 indicates little correlation between 
overdrying and energy use. So high energy costs are not 
necessarily offset by low overdrying costs, and sometimes (1972 
for example), both costs are unusually high the same year. 
24% MCWB corn 
Table 7 shows that stirring cut initial airflow 
requirement for 90% successful drying of 24% MCWB corn almost 
in half—from 50.2 to 27.9 L/s*t. (MWPS recommends about 50 
L/s*t for unstirred 24% MCWB corn (MWPS, 1980).) Average 
energy use in the stirred bin is less than half the unstirred 
value—62.44 vs. 128.68 kWh/t. Note the wide range of energy 
use between years in the unstirred bin—in 1972, the fan used 
1.8 times the average value. 
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TABLE 6. Computer simulation results for 20% MCWB com 
October 15 harvest. Des Moines, Iowa 
Maximum dry matter loss < 0.5% at least 18 out of 20 years 
Fan energy 
(kWh/t) 
Overdrying 
(points w.b.) 
Maximum dry 
matter loss 
Fall finish? 
Year NS^ 5= NS S NS S NS S 
1963 55.3 11.5 1.5 0.1 0.45 0.47 
1964 65.0 10.2 2.4 0.1 0.45 0.41 
1965 56.8 10.6 1.2 0.0 0.32 0.31 
1966 52.3 9.8 1.3 0-1 0-25 0.22 
1967 56.0 9.7 2.0 0.1 0.17 0.16 
1968 59.8 10.0 1.9 0.1 0.28 0.25 
1969 54.5 8.9 2.3 0.1 0.18 0.15 
1970 55.3 8.7 3.1 0.1 0.28 0.24 
1971 71.0 12.7 1.2 0.1 0.53 0.55 
1972 74.7 11.5 3.1 0.0 0.45 0.37 
1973 54.5 8.9 1.8 0.1 0.28 0.22 
1974 58.3 10.0 1.5 0.0 0-32 0.29 
1975 54.5 9.3 1.9 0.0 0.32 0.30 
1976 50.1 7.4 3-4 0.1 0.17 0.12 
1977 56.8 9.5 1.9 0.2 0.38 0.30 
1978 56-8 10.2 1-4 0.0 0-30 0.28 
1979 53.8 8.2 3.0 0.2 0.37 0.29 
1980 46.3 7.3 2.5 0.1 0.20 0.16 
1981 55.3 9.8 1.6 0.1 0.26 0.19 
1982 63.5 10.2 2.2 0.1 0.26 0.22 
mean 57.53 9.72 2.06 0.085 19/20^ 19/20 0/20® 0/20 
standard deviation 
6.66 1.32 0.68 0.059 
^Overdrying = 15.5 - (final average moisture) = 
percentage points, wet basis. 
^NS: no stirring, 5.5-m dia. x 5.7-m high bin; 96.4 t 
corn; 3.0 kW input to fan motor; 16.7 L/s*t initial airflow. 
^S: stirred twice (at beginning and end of drying); 
5.5-m dia. x 5.7-m high bin; 82.9 t corn; 0.4 kW input 
to fan motor; 11.1 L/s*t initial airflow. 
dumber of years with dry matter loss < 0.5%. 
^Number of years with drying complete before winter. 
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TABLE 7. Computer simulation results for 24% MCWB corn 
October 15 harvest. Des Moines, lowa 
Maximum dry matter loss < 0.5% at least 18 out of 20 years 
a Maximum dry 
Fan energy Overdrying matter • loss 
(kWh/t) (points ; w.b.) (%)  Fall finish? 
Year NS SC NS S NS s NS S 
1963 118.1 56.9 2.3 0.1 0.77 0.71 X  X  
1964 133.6 77.5 1.1 0.0 0.36 0.47 X  
1965 118.1 65.1 2.4 0.1 0.41 0.45 X  
1966 107.9 58.9 3.2 0.0 0.15 0.19 X  
1967 118.1 67.2 2.1 0.2 0.16 0.17 X  
1968 123.3 68.2 2.0 0.3 0.27 0.29 X  
1969 133.6 50.6 1.9 0.0 0.18 0.17 X  X  
1970 133.6 55.8 1.7 0.1 0.36 0.36 X  
1971 143.8 74.4 2.0 0.0 0.75 0.81 X  
1972 236.3 78.6 1.1 0.1 0.34 0.43 
1973 113.0 61.0 2.4 0.1 0.32 0.32 X  
1974 107.9 62.0 1.6 0.1 0.39 0.36 X  
1975 102.7 64.1 1.9 0.0 0.28 0.34 X  
1976 133.6 46.5 3.0 0.0 0.12 0.10 X  X  
1977 143.8 61.0 1.6 0.1 0.50 0.50 X  
1978 113.0 67.2 2.9 0.1 0.29 0.29 X  
1979 123.3 58.9 2.2 0.0 0.45 0.47 X  
1980 123.3 42.4 3.4 0.1 0.20 0.17 X  X  
1981 123.3 56.9 3.0 0.1 0.29 0.26 X  X  
1982 123.3 75.5 2.3 0.0 0.26 0.28 X  
mean 128.68 62.44 2.21 0.075 18/20^ 18/20 19/20® 5/20 
stardard deviation 
27.76 9.79 0.65 0.079 
^Overdrying = 15.5 - (final average moisture) = 
percentage points, wet basis. 
^NS: No stirring; 5.5-m dia. x 4.1-m high bin; 61.7 t corn; 
13.2 kW input to fan motor; 50.2 L/s"t initial airflow. 
^S: Stirred 3 times (at beginning and end of drying, and 20% 
avg. moisture); 5.5-m dia. x 5.7-m high bin; 74.3 t corn; 
3.2 kW input to fan motor; 27.9 L/s*t initial airflow. 
"dumber of years with dry matter loss < 0.5%. 
^Number of years with drying complete before winter. 
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As expected, the unstirred field test bin used slightly 
less energy than the average simulation value because airflow 
was less. Although drying was successful in the unstirred bin 
in 1982-83, the fan is too small (or depth too great) to ensure 
success 18 years out of 20. The stirred test bins had higher 
airflow than necessary for 90% drying success and consequently 
used more energy than the simulated stirred bin. 
Again, stirring reduced overdrying with no apparent 
correlation between overdrying and energy use. Because 24% 
MCWB corn requires greater airflow than 20% corn to prevent 
spoilage, drying is faster and more fall finishes can be 
expected. Stirring reduces the number of fall finishes for 24% 
corn. 
Constant vs. increasing airflow 
Tables 8 and 9 show the difference in results obtained 
when constant airflow is used instead of increasing airflow in 
simulation of unstirred drying. For 20% MCWB corn (Table 8), 
the difference is negligible—results are almost identical 
whether airflow is constant throughout drying or is increased 
each day using the equation from Figure 5. For 24% MCWB corn 
(Table 9), simulation results are slightly worse for constant 
airflow—mean energy use is about 4% greater, about 3% more 
overdrying occurs, and dry matter loss is a bit higher. The 
effect is not large, but using field test data to modify 
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airflow in computer simulation does improve results for wet, 
unstirred corn. 
Summary 
A version of Thompson's storage model was modified to 
allow reasonably accurate simulation of stirred and unstirred 
natural-air drying. Data from field tests were used to 
calibrate and provide inputs to the model. A number of 
simulations for 20 and 24% MCWB corn were run to find minimum 
airflow required for drying with dry matter loss less than or 
equal to 0.5% in the worst layer at least 18 years out of 20. 
Computer simulation results indicate that stirring greatly 
reduces fan power requirements, energy use, and overdrying. 
Inserting an equation into the computer model to increase 
airflow as unstirred corn dries has no effect for 20% MCWB 
corn, but does improve drying results for 24% MCWB corn. 
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TABLE 8. Simulation results with constant and increasing 
airflow, unstirred 20% MCWB corn 
October 15 harvest. Des Moines, Iowa, 96.4 t 
3.0 kW fan motor input, 16.7 L/s»t initial airflow 
Maximum dry 
Fan energy Overdrying^ matter loss 
(kWh/t) (points w.b.) (%) Fall finish? 
Year lA^ CA^ lA CA lA CA lA CA 
1953 55.3 55.3 1.5 1.5 0.45 0.45 
1964 55.0 65.0 2.4 2.4 0.45 0.45 
1955 56.8 56.8 1.2 1.2 0.32 0.32 
1966 52.3 52.3 1.3 1.3 0.25 0-24 
1967 56.0 56.0 2.0 2.0 0.17 0.17 
1958 59.8 59.8 1.9 1.9 0.28 0.28 
1969 54.5 54.5 2.3 2.3 0.18 0.18 
1970 55.3 55.0 3.1 3.1 0.28 0.28 
1971 71.0 71.0, 1.2 1.2 0.53 0.54 
1972 74.7 74.7 3.1 3.1 0.45 0.45 
1973 54.5 54.5 1.8 1.8 0.28 0.28 
1974 58.3 58.3 1.5 1.5 0.32 0.32 
1975 54.5 54.5 1.9 1.9 0.32 0.32 
1976 50.1 50.1 3.4 3.3 0.17 0.17 
1977 55.8 57.5 1.9 2.0 0.38 0.38 
1978 55.8 56.8 1.4 1.4 0.30 0.30 
1979 53.8 53.8 3.0 2.9 0.37 0.37 
1980 45.3 47.1 2.5 2.8 0.20 0.21 
1971 55.3 55.3 1.6 1.5 0.25 0.25 
1982 63.5 63.5 2.2 2.2 0.25 0.26 
mean 57.53 57.54 2.06 2.07 19/20® 
mm 
19/20 0/20 0/20 
standard deviation 
6.66 6.58 0.68 0.57 
^Overdrying = 15.5 - (final average moisture) = 
percentage points, wet basis. 
^lA: airflow increases as corn dries. 
^CA: constant airflow throughout drying. 
drying not complete by May 20. 
^Number of years with dry matter loss ^  0.5%. 
^Number of years with drying complete before winter. 
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TABLE 9. Simulation results with constant and increasing 
airflow, unstirred 24% MCWB com 
October 15 harvest. Des Moines, Iowa, 61.7 t 
13.2 kW fan motor input, 50.2 L/s*t initial airflow 
Maximum dry 
Fan energy Overdrying matter loss 
(kWh/t) (points w.b. ) (%) Fall finish? 
Year lA* Ck'^  lA CA lA CA lA CA 
1963 118.1 128.4 2.3 2.3 0.77 0.80 X  X  
1964 133.6 138.7 1.1 1.3 0.36 0.38 X  X  
1965 118.1 123.3 2.4 2.5 0.41 0.42 X  X  
1966 107.9 113.0 3.2 2.8 0.15 0.15 X  X  
1967 118.1 123.3 2.1 2.3 0.16 0.16 X  X  
1968 122.3 128.4 2.0 2.2 0.27 0.27 X  X  
1969 133.6 138.7 1.9 2.0 0.18 0.19 X  X  
1970 133.6 138.7 1.7 1.9 0.36 0.37 X  X  
1971 143.8 149.0 2.0 2.0 0.75 0.76 X  X  
1972 236-3 241.4 1.1 1.3 0.34 0.34 
1973 113.0 118.1 2.4 2.3 0.32 0.33 X  X  
1974 107.9 113.0 1.6 1.7 0.39 0.40 X  X  
1975 102.7 107.9 1.9 1.9 0.28 0.31 X  X  
1976 133.6 138.7 3.0 3.1 0.12 0.12 X  X  
1977 143.8 143.8 1.6 1.6 0.50 0.51 X  X  
1978 113.0 118.1 2.9 3.1 0.29 0.30 X  X  
1979 123.3 128.4 2.2 2.3 0.45 0.46 X  X  
1980 123.3 128.4 3.4 3.7 0.20 0.21 X  X  
1981 123.3 123.3 3.0 2.9 0.29 0.30 X  X  
1982 123.3 128.4 2.3 2.2 0.26 0.27 X  X  
mean 128.68 133.55 2.21 2.27 18/20^ 17/20 19/20® 19/20 
standard deviation 
27.75 27.63 0.65 0.62 
^Overdrying = 15.5 - (final average moisture) = 
percentage points, wet basis. 
^lA: airflow increases as corn dries. 
^CA: constant airflow throughout drying. 
*^umber of years with dry matter loss < 0.5%. 
^Number of years with drying complete before winter. 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 
Both the field tests and computer simulations have shown 
that stirring reduces overdrying, required fan size, and energy 
purchases for natural-air drying. But are these cost savings 
large enough to offset the cost of owning and operating 
stirring equipment? To help answer this question, equipment 
costs from a local dealer and energy consumption and overdrying 
figures from the computer simulations were used in an economic 
analysis. 
Bin capacities were calculated using bulk density values 
from the field tests. Because 5.5-m diameter bins were used in 
the field tests and it was believed that initial bulk density 
might be a function of bin diameter, 5.5-m diameter bins were 
also used in the economic analysis. First cost of stirring 
equipment per unit of bin capacity tends to decrease as bin 
diameter increases. So if stirring is economically feasible in 
5.5-m bins, we can be reasonably confident that it will be in 
large diameter bins as well. 
A net-revenue method suggested by Smith (1973) was used to 
analyze the economic feasibility of natural-air stir drying. 
The economic model is described below. 
AEX = (AER-AEM)(1-T )  - B (a/p) + S (a/f) + T  (AED) 
CAP 
where AEX = net, annual, after-tax revenue ($/t) 
= value of dried corn - drying cost 
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AER = total value of corn ($) 
= (weight marketed)(price of corn) 
Weight is reduced when corn is overdried. 
AEM = energy, repair and maintenance, and 
insurance costs ($) 
= (fan + stirrer energy)(price of electricity) 
+ (insurance rate)(first cost) 
+ (stirrer repairs and maintenance) 
T = producer's income tax bracket 
B = actual first cost of equipment - tax credits 
(a/p) = factor which converts first cost to annual 
equivalent using interest rate i and life n 
= i 
(1 + i)" - 1 
S = salvage value at end of analysis period ($) 
(a/f) = factor which converts a future sum to an annual 
equivalent using interest rate i and life n 
_ i 
( 1  +  i ) *  -  1  
AED- = annual equivalent value of depreciation ($) 
CAP = bin capacity (t) 
Inputs to the economic model were selected based on 
conditions in 1985 in central Iowa. 
• Price of corn: $100/t ($2.54/bu) and $120/t 
($3.05/bu), where 1 t = 1000 kg at 15.5% MCWB, but 
less than 1000 kg at less than 15.5%. 
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Price of electricity: $.05/kWh and $.10/kWh. 
Fan energy: used mean values from Tables 6 and 7. 
Stirrer energy; used 96 kWh for stirring twice 
(2)(48 h)(l kW) and 144 kWh for stirring three 
times (3)(48 h)(l kW). 
Insurance rate: assumed to be 0.5% stirrer first 
cost per year. 
Bin repairs and maintenance: 2% fan and bin first 
cost per year. 
Income tax bracket: used 30%. 
First cost; received prices from Stockdales, Iowa 
Falls, Iowa, (February, 1985) for installed costs 
of stirrers and fully equipped bins (fans, 
spreaders, ladders, vents, unload augers, full 
perforated floors); subtracted 10% for investment 
credit. 
Interest rate: assumed producer would borrow money 
at 15% interest. 
Life; used 20 years in the analysis. 
Depreciation: used the annual equivalent of a five 
"year write-off; 
AED = (actual first cost - S) (p/a) (a/p) 
5 
where (p/a) converts five years depreciation to a 
present equivalent basis which is then converted to 
an annual equivalent over 20 years. 
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• Salvage value: assumed to be 0 for both bin and 
stirrer. 
First costs from Stockdales and bin capacities are 
listed in Table 10. Revenue equations and results of the 
analyses are presented in Tables 11 and 12. 
For 20% MCWB com (Table 11), stirring results in lower 
net revenues when electricity costs $.05/kWh, but greater 
net revenues at $.10/kWh. Setting AEX equations for the two 
drying systems equal to one another gives equivalent net 
revenues when corn brings $100/t and electricity costs 
$0.084/kWh or when corn is $120/t and electricity costs 
$0.074/kWh. In other words, stirring brings greater net 
revenues when corn is $100/t and electricity costs more than 
$0.084/kWh, or when corn brings $120/t and electricity costs 
more than $0.074/kWh. For 24% MCWB corn (Table 12), 
stirring results in greater new revenues for all electricity 
prices between $0.05 and $0.10/kWh. 
Based on the results of this study, it seems that corn 
producers using natural-air to dry 24% MCWB corn in Iowa in 
mid-October can justify installation of stirring equipment. 
For producers drying 20% MWCB corn, stirring equipment may 
not be economically feasible unless electricity prices are 
high. 
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TABLE 10. Dryer costs and capacities 
NS^ S NS 
Corn moisture, % wb 24 24 20 20 
Bin diameter, ft 
m 
18 
5.5 
18 
5.5 
18 
5.5 
18 
5.5 
Bin sidewall height, 
rings 
m 
7 
5.7 
5 
4.1 
7 
5.7 
7 
5.7 
Bin capacity, bu 
t 
2925 
74.3 
2428 
51.7 
3255 
82.9 
3794 
96.4 
Nominal fan output, 
hp 
kW 
3 
2.2 
13 
9.7 
0.5 
0.4 
3.0 
2.2 
Cost, 
Bin 
Stirrer 
5801 
1791 
6050 6550 
1791 
5801 
Total 8592 6050 8341 5801 
^Equipped with stirrer. 
^Not equipped with stirrer. 
^Values are from Stockdales, Iowa Falls, Iowa, 
February, 1985. 
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TABLE 11. Net revenue comparisons, 20% MCWB corn 
Price Price of electricity, ($/kWh) 
of 0. 05 0. 10 
com. NS* NS S 
^com 
($/t) Net revenue, AEX ($/t) 
100 57.21 56.10 55.20 55.72 
120 70.88 70.09 68.86 69.71 
^S; no stirring; 96.4 t corn 
AEX = 0.6834 - 40.27 ^ - 9.112 
corn elec 
^S: stirred twice (at beginning and end of drying); 
82.9 t corn 
AEX = 0.6993 P" - 7.615 P^, ^ - 13.44 
corn elec 
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TABLE 12. Net revenue comparisons, 24% MCWB com 
Price Price of electricity, P^^^^ ($/kWh) 
of 0.05 0.10 
com, NS® NS S 
P 
com 
($/t) Net revenue, AEX ($/t) 
100 51.05 52.24 46.55 49.99 
120 64.69 66-23 60.18 63.98 
^S: no stirring; 61.7 corn 
AEX = 0.6822 PL^^^ - 90.08 P_. _ - 12.67 
corn exec 
^S: stirred three times (at beginning and end 
of drying, and at 20% avg. moisture); 74.3 t corn 
AEX = 0.6993 P - 45.06 P ^ - 15.44 
corn elec 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Field studies and computer simulations were used to 
develop and test management recommendations for natural-air 
stir dryers and to evaluate the economic feasibility of 
adding grain stirrers to natural-air dryers. Some 
observations and conclusions are: 
• During natural-air drying of unstirred corn, 
airflow resistance decreased and airflow increased. 
When increasing airflow was simulated, drying 
performance improved slightly for 24% MCWB, but 
showed no change for 20% MCWB compared to 
simulation with constant airflow. 
• Initial stirring of wet, spreader-placed corn 
greatly reduced airflow resistance and increased 
airflow. Stirring 25% MCWB corn cut airflow 
resistance 50% and increased airflow 41%. Stirring 
20% MCWB corn cut airflow resistance 33% and 
increased airflow 28%. 
• Repeated stirring increased airflow resistance and 
decreased airflow from values measured after the 
first stirring. 
• After the first stirring, bulk density changes did 
not fully explain airflow resistance changes in 
stirred corn. 
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Effect of stirring on airflow and airflow 
resistance was the same whether corn was stirred 
during bin filling or after the bin was full. 
Thus, com producers should stir corn during bin 
filling to avoid the difficulty and potential 
equipment damage and danger from starting stirrers 
in full bins. 
Initial moisture content did not affect initial 
bulk density of spreader-placed corn, but greatly 
affected initial airflow resistance. Initial bulk 
density was nearly the same for 20% and 25% MCWB 
corn, but Shedd's curve multiplier was 1.3 times 
greater for the wetter corn. 
Stirring moved fines toward the drying floor. 
Fines on the floor formed a crust that might have 
increased airflow resistance. 
Single stirring augers produced an average of about 
1.7 kg dry matter BCFM per hour of stirring. If 
BCFM content of all loads is averaged at time of 
sale, stirring should not increase BCFM content 
enough to cause market discounts. 
For natural-air drying bins equipped with the same 
size fan, stirring reduced drying time, energy use, 
and overdrying. 
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• Airflow inputs to the computer simulation model had 
to be reduced to 74% of values from fan performance 
curves to avoid overprediction of drying. Use of 
more than 57.5% of electric power input to the fan 
to calculate temperature rise also resulted in 
overprediction of drying. 
• When natural-air drying systems were compared on 
the basis of equal probability of drying success, 
stirring allowed use of smaller fans and reduced 
energy consumption and overdrying. 
• An economic analysis indicated that installing 
stirrers in natural-air corn dryers increased net 
revenues for 24% MCWB corn and increased net 
revenues for 20% MCWB corn when electricity prices 
were high. 
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
Here are some questions that were not answered by this 
study, but are worth future investigation: 
• The effect of drying corn to final moistures other 
than 15.5% (14% and 17%, for example) on net 
revenues from stir drying. 
• Economic feasibility of using supplemental heat to 
speed stir drying. 
• Effect of variables like tax bracket, interest 
rate, and investment credit on net revenue. 
Economic analyses should be redone if proposed 
changes to tax law are passed. 
• Effect of reducing probability of drying success to 
85% or even 75%. 
• Effect of stirring on kernel orientation, and 
kernel orientation on airflow resistance. 
• Airflow resistance of layers of loose and crusted 
fines on perforated floors. 
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PROBABLE LIFE 15 SALVAGE RATIO .1 
K VALUES ARE .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 
DELTA % AT ACE 1 0 0 0 0 0 
DELTA Z AT AGE 2 17.80645 10.40439 6.522973 4.264303 2.864936 
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CELTA S 4T ACE 11 sa. 22122 20.75949 16.22497 13. •18491 11.40552 
DELTA % AT AGE 12 28.76444 21.26163 17.02169 14.14209 12.07576 
DELTA AT AGE 12 29.26939 21.92659 17.62455 14.77193 12.724 
DELTA % AT AGE 14 29.74172 ! 22.45948 18.19797 15.37516 13.24999 
DELTA % AT ACE 15 30.18532 22.96+4 18.74549 15.95556 13.95699 
.7 .8 .9 1 1.1 1.2 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.961644 1.261764 .9551228 .6752601 .480379 . •J43445B 
3.1867 2.37097 L782241 1.350521 1.029715 .7890312 
4.232579 3.279436 2.567279 3.025731 1.608437 L 282524 
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11.81356 10. 5988 9.607556 8. 778286 8.0709 7. 457453 
12.44257 11. 24617 10.27021 9.453649 8. 756291 9.151024 
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APPENDIX A: RAW FIELD-TEST DATA 
1 2 8  
TABLE Al. East bin data, 1982-83 
2910 bu shelled com, 18-ft die. bin, 5- to 7-hp fan (Figure 5a) 
Drying Avg. Corn Corrected 
time MC depth SP A i rfIow 
Date (h) (% vb) (ft) (in. H20) (cfm/bu) SCM Comments 
10-21 18 24.73 14.93 4.13 2.02 1.20 Stirrer running 
21 4.20 1.95 
26 4.09 2.06 
40 4.08 2.07 
48 15.09 4.10 2.05 1.18 Stopped stirrer 
69 4.12 2.03 
74 4.12 2.03 
96 4.17 1.98 
119 4.18 1.97 
136 4.12 2.03 
10-27 144 
168 
194 
24.9 14.76 4.09 
4.23 
4.29 
2.06 
1.92 
1.86 
1.20 
Started stirrer 
217 14.44 4.27 1.88 1.48 Stopped stirrer 
240 4.37 1.79 
245 4.43 1.73 
269 4.38 1.78 
11-3 300 20.7 4.22 1.93 
324 14.08 4.17 1.98 1.35 Started stirrer 
372 14.08 4.40 1.76 1.74 Stopped stirrer 
398 4.55 1.62 
415 4.38 1.78 
439 4.42 1.74 
11-10 470 19.9 4.49 1.68 
493 13.81 4.50 1.67 1.92 Started stirrer 
541 13.75 4.29 1.86 1.56 Stopped stirrer 
563 4.29 1.86 
589 4.48 1.68 
11-16 614 
637 18.6 
4.40 
4.52 
1.76 
1.65 
661 13.62 4.41 1.75 1.80 Started stirrer 
687 4.38 1.78 
710 13.71 4.39 1.77 1.69 Stopped stirrer 
732 4.32 1.84 
11-22 751 
794 17.7 
4.38 1.78 
819 13.58 4.30 1.85 1.58 Started stirrer 
848 4.33 1.83 
11-27 871 
895 
920 
944 
13.48 4.25 
4.34 
4.41 
4.44 
1.90 
1.82 
1.75 
1.72 
1.50 Stopped stirrer 
12-1 965 17.3 4.57 1.61 
990 13.45 4.55 1.62 1.99 Started stirrer 
12-3 1012 17.0 4.22 1.93 Winter shutdown 
12-4 1012 13.71 — — — — Stopped stirrer 
4-16 1012 17.2 . 13.65 4.34 1.82 1.67 Spring startup 
4-17 1035 4.21 1.94 Fan off 2 days 
U-19 1035 
1064 
4.40 
4.32 
1.76 
1.84 
1088 13.58 4.35 1.81 1.69 Started stirrer 
1112 4.23 1.92 
4-23 1136 13.35 4.16 1.99 1.42 Stopped stirrer 
1160 4.24 1.91 
1182 4.41 1.75 
1206 4.27 1.88 
1234 14.9 4.20 1.95 
4-28 1254 14.10 12.93 4.29 1.86 1.67 Drying complete; 
4-30 
started stirrer 
12.93 
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TABLE A2. Center bin data, 1982-83 
2898 bu shelled corn, 18-ft dia. bin, 5- to 7-hp fan (Figure 5a) 
2.1*3 Started stirrer 
Drying Avg. Co rn Corrected 
time MC depth SP A i rf1ow 
Date (h) {% Wb) (ft) (in. H20) (cfm/bu) SCM 
10-21 18 24.61 14.01 4.77 1.46 ,4
21 4.45 1.72 
26 4.29 1.87 
40 4.08 2.08 
48 4.05 2.11 
10-21» 69 14.70 4.12 2.04 1.22 
74 4.12 2.04 
96 4.17 1.99 
119 4.18 1.98 
136 4.12 2.04 
10-27 144 24.2 14.44 4.09 2.07 1.23 
168 4.23 1.93 
194 4.29 1.87 
10-30 217 14.17 4.27 1.89 1.51 
240 4.26 1.90 
245 4.43 1.74 
269 4.33 1.83 
11-3 300 21.3 4.22 1.94 
324 13.94 4.12 2.04 1.27 
372 13.91 4.30 1.86 1.55 
398 4.39 1.78 
415 4.24 1.92 
439 4.17 1.99 
11-10 470 19.3 4.29 1.87 
493 13.78 4.20 1.96 1.39 
541 13.62 4.10 2.06 1.31 
563 4.20 1.96 
589 4.29 1.87 
614 4.20 1.96 
11-17 637 17.6 4.22 1.94 
661 13.45 4.21 1.95 1.49 
687 4.38 1.78 
710 13.39 4.39 1.78 1.73 
732 4.37 1.79 
751 4.33 1.83 
n-2U 794 17.7 - — — 
819 13.29 4.35 1.81 1.72 
848 4.33 1.83 
n-27 871 13.22 4.20 1.96 1.44 
895 4.34 1.82 
920 4.41 1.76 
944 4.44 1.73 
12-1 965 16.7 4.51 1.66 
990 13.19 4.55 1.63 2.03 
12-3 1012 16.3 13.12 4.32 1.84 
U-16 1012 16.5 13.06 4.34 1.82 1.75 
4-17 1035 4.21 1.95 
4-19 1035 4.40 1.77 
1064 4.32 1.84 
1088 12.99 4.35 1.81 1.76 
1112 4.33 1.83 
4-23 1136 12.93 4.36 1.80 1.77 
1160 4.24 1.92 
1182 4.41 1.76 
1206 4.27 1.89 
1234 13.9 4.20 1.96 
4-28 1254 13.65 12.60 4.29 1.87 1.70 
Stopped stirrer 
Winter shutdown 
Spring startup 
Fan off 2 days 
4-30 12.76 
started stirrer 
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TABLE A3. West bin data, 1982-83 
2880 bu shelled com, l8-ft dia. bin, 5- to 7-hp fan (Figure 5a) 
Drying Avg. Corn Corrected 
time MC depth SP A i rf 1 ow 
Date (h) (% wb) (ft) ( in. H20) (cfm/bu) SCM Comments 
10-21 18 24.66 13.98 4.72 1.50 2.25 
21 4.79 1.45 
26 4.78 1.46 
40 4.75 1.48 
48 4.85 1.42 
10-24 69 4.87 1.41 
74 4.81 1.44 
96 4.83 1.43 
119 4.84 1.42 
136 4.73 1.50 
10-27 144 25.0 13.85 4.75 1.48 2.45 
168 4.89 1.39 
194 4.90 1.39 
10-30 217 13.68 4.78 1.46 2.50 
240 4.83 1.43 
245 4.94 1.37 
269 4.82 1.43 
11-3 300 22.1 4.80 1.45 
324 13.52 4.69 1.53 2.31 
372 13.52 4.85 1.42 2.76 
398 4.96 1.36 
415 4.82 1.43 
439 4.71 1.51 
11-10 470 20.0 4.89 1.39 
493 13.39 4.71 1.51 2.35 
11-13 541 13.32 4.63 1.57 2.32 
563 4.72 1.50 
589 4.77 1.47 
614 4.64 1.56 
11-17 637 19.4 4.72 1.50 
661 13.22 4.66 1.55 2.35 
687 4.79 1.45 
11-20 710 13.19 4.79 1.45 2.59 
732 4.72 1.50 
751 4.72 1.50 
11-24 794 17.5 — — • — 
819 13.09 4.64 1.56 2.36 
848 4.71 1.51 
11-27 871 13.03 4.49 1.69 2.03 
895 4.63 1.57 
920 4.61 1.59 
944 4.64 1.56 
12-1 965 17.3 4.72 1.50 
990 12.99 4.75 1.48 2.61 
1012 4.61 1.59 
12-4 1038 12.93 4.56 1.63 2.20 
1086 4.66 1.55 
12-7 1102 16.0 12.93 — — Winter shutdown 
4-16 1102 16.3 12.93 4.63 1.57 2.39 Spring startup 
4-17 1125 4.50 1.68 Fan off 2 days 
4-19 1125 4.64 1.56 
1154 4.57 1.62 
1178 12.93 4.61 1.59 2.23 
1202 4.59 1.61 
4-23 1226 12.86 4.57 1.62 2.22 
1249 4.50 1.68 
1271 4.62 1.58 
1295 4.69 1.53 
1323 13.9 4.50 1.68 
4-28 1344 12.60 4.50 1.68 
o
 
CO 
1371 4.40 1.78 
1390 4.47 1.71 
5-1 1416 13.02 12.37 4,24 1.93 1.63 Drying complete 
TABLE A4. East bin data, 1983-84 
1 3 1  
3093 bu shelled com, 18-ft dia. bin, 3-hp fan (Figure 5b) 
Drying Avg. Corn Co rrected 
time MC depth SP A i rf1ow 
Date (h) (% wb) (ft) (in. H20) (cfm/bu) SCM Comments 
10-14 29 19.54 2.51 1.37 Stirrer running 
48 2.65 1.27 
65 14.57 2.56 1.33 1.26 Stopped stirrer 
86 2.55 1.34 
115 2.50 1.37 
134 2.38 1.45 
164 2.38 1.45 
10-21 182 19.4 14.37 2.41 1.43 1.12 
215 2.56 1.33 
235 2.69 1.24 
254 2.61 1.30 
285 2.62 1.29 
311 2.65 1.27 
332 2.81 1.16 
10-28 361 18.5 2.66 1.26 
380 14.14 2.55 1.34 1.29 
384 2.49 1.38 
405 2.44 1.41 
423 2.56 1.33 
454 2.80 1.16 
478 2.77 1.18 
493 2.54 1.34 
11-7 519 17.0 13.85 2.45 1.41 1.18 
547 2.54 1.34 
574 2.71 1.23 
598 2.78 1.18 
614 2.73 1.21 
638 2.75 1.20 
662 2.66 1.26 
687 16.5 13.91 2.58 1.32 1.42 
11-12 712 16.5 13.91 2.51 1.37 1.29 Winter shutdown 
4-15 712 16.6 13.91 2.75 1.20 1.65 Spring startup 
730 2.71 1.23 
754 2.63 1.28 
4-17 763 2.64 1.28 
778 2.60 1.30 
802 2.54 1.34 
826 2.40 1.44 
4-21 859 2.19 1.57 
900 2.66 1.26 
922 13.78 2.66 1.26 1.61 Started stirrer 
946 2.45 1.41 
4-26 970 15.37 13.81 2.72 1.22 1.64 Drying complete; 
5-3 2.59 1.31 1.44 stopped stirrer 
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TABLE A5. Center bin data. 1983-84 
3063 bu shelled 1 corn. 18-ft dia. bin, 5- to 7-hp fan (Figure 5a) 
Drying Avg. Corn Corrected 
time MC depth SP A i rf1ow 
Date (h) (% wb) (ft) (in. H20) (cfm/bu) SCM Comments 
10-14 28 19.60 4.02 2.03 Stirrer running 
33 4.08 1.97 
50 14.37 4.02 2.03 1.12 Stopped stirrer 
71 3.95 2.09 
100 3.90 2.14 
119 3.87 2.17 
149 4.06 1.99 
10-21 167 18.7 14.21 3.99 2.05 1.12 
200 4.06 1.99 
220 4.07 1.98 
238 4.02 2.03 
269 4.06 1.99 
296 4.03 2.02 
317 4.06 1.99 
10-28 346 17.2 4.11 1.94 
365 13.94 3.97 2.07 1.10 
369 3.96 2.08 
390 3.91 2.13 
406 4.03 2.02 
419 4.27 1.79 
443 4.16 1.89 
458 4.11 1.94 
n-u 484 15.8 13.55 3.99 2.05 1.18 
512 13.52 4.09 1.96 1.32 
539 4.12 1.93 Started stirrer 
563 4.09 1.96 
11-8 578 15.8 13.68 4.09 1.96 1.30 Winter shutdown; 
stopped stirrer 
4-15 578 15.6 13.58 4.07 1.98 1.25 Spring startup 
596 4.12 1.93 
620 13.55 4.07 1.98 1.25 Started stirrer 
629 4.06 1.99 
644 4.00 2.05 
4-19 668 15.18 13.65 3.94 2.10 1.11 Drying complete; 
5-3 3.96 2.08 1.12 stopped stirrer 
1 3 3  
TABLE A6. West bin data, 1983-84 
3118 bu shelled corn, 18-ft dia. bin, 5- to 7-hp fan (Figure 5a) 
Drying Avg. Com Corrected 
A i rf1ow time MC depth SP 
Date (h) (% wb) (ft) (in. H20) (cfm/bu) SCM Comments 
10-14 28 19.72 4.42 1.62 
33 4.53 1.53 
50 14.11 4.47 1.58 1.76 
71 4.39 1.65 
100 4.50 1.56 
119 4.37 1.67 
149 4.41 1.63 
10-21 167 19.0 14.01 4.48 1.57 1.88 
200 4.56 1.51 
220 4.47 1.58 
238 4.40 1.64 
269 4.45 1.60 
296 4.48 1.57 
317 4.58 1.49 
10-28 346 18.0 4.51 1.55 
1.57 365 13.75 4.31 1.72 
369 4.35 1.69 
390 4.25 1.78 
406 4.37 1.67 
419 4.58 1.49 
443 4.52 1.54 
458 4.41 1.63 
1.56 11-4 484 16.1 13.71 4.28 1.75 
512 4.39 1.65 
539 4.42 1.62 
563 4.55 1.51 
578 4.50 1.56 
602 4.49 1.56 
626 4.45 1.60 
651 15.5 13.52 4.30 1.73 1.59 
Winter shutdown 11-12 676 15.6 13.52 4.34 1.69 1.69 
4-15 676 15.6 13.48 4.48 1.57 1.95 Spring startup 
694 4.52 1.54 
718 4.37 1.67 
727 4.47 1.58 
742 4.40 1.64 
766 4.34 1.69 
790 4.25 1.78 
4-21 823 4.18 1.84 
864 4.42 1.62 
886 4.34 1.69 
910 4.34 1.69 
4-26 934 14.32 13.39 4.58 1.49 2.14 Drying complete 
5-3 4.52 1.54 1.99 
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APPENDIX B: FORTRAN LISTING OF NADWIS 
1 3 5  
1. //NAONIS JOS 
2. //STEPl EXEC FORTG.T1ME.60=CZ.O} 
3. //FOPT.SVSIN 00 -
4 . COMMON/GPNOPY/CPNMAP16.100.31 .FALWTH (150.3) .STORGR 16.20.7). 
5. 9IPRT.SUPHET(«.2).10ATE(190»3)*IFXNSH.FHTA.FMTM.GRMSTA. 
6. «B1N(6.4 ).HEAAOO.CimKWH.FANHRS»ICOUNT.ZSTIR.CFMPB. 
7. CNB .NY. I DAY . ISDAY . IF ANON.LA YER .HAXLAY .RH.LPR INT. PR 
8. WRITEd .4001 ) 
9. 4001 FORMATC1 «.30X.«SUMMARY OF SIMULATED DRYER RESULTS' / *. 
10. 93SX.*FALL SHUT DOWN CONDITIONS'//* '. 
11. C BIN FAN FAN KWHS GRAIN MOISTURE • 
12. «'DETERIORATION GRAIN TEMP BIN FAN STIR TIMES'/' ' 
13. «'YEAR BUSHELS NO. OFF HOURS USED AVC MAX LAYER '. 
14. «'AVG MAX LAYER TEMP CFM/BU RISE DIA KW OPT. STIRRED*. 
15. «• MCI') 
16. WRITE(3*4003) 
17. 4003 FORMAT!'1'.SOX.'SUMMARY OF SIMULATED DRYER RESULTS' /• '. 
18. C35X.'FINAL SHUT DOWN CONDITIONS'//' ». 
19. C BIN FAN FAN KWHS GRAIN MOISTURE • 
20. ^'DETERIORATION GRAIN TEMP SIN FAN STIR TIMES'/' « 
21. S'VEAR BUSHELS NO. OFF HOURS USED AVG MAX LAYER '. 
22. C'AVG MAX LAYER TEMP CFM/BU RISE DIA K* OPT. STIRRED'. 
23. S' HCIM 
24. C ENTER NUMBER OF BINS (I TO 6) 
25. N=2 
26. C 
27. C ENTER BIN PARAMETERS 
28. C L=BIN NUMBER 
29. C K=1. BIN DIAMETER (FT) 
30. C K=2. FAN INPUT POWER (KW) 
31. C K=3. INITIAL AIRFLOW (CFM/BU) 
32. C K=4, STIRRING OPTION 
33. C -2.0: NO STIRRING. CONSTANT AIRFLOW 
34. C -1.0: STIRRED ONCE. CONSTANT AIRFLOW 
35. C 0.0: NO STIRRING. CHANGING AIRFLOW 
36. C 1.0: 2 OR 3X STIRRING. CHANGING AIRFLOW 
37. C 2.0: WEEKLY STIRRING. CHANGING AIRFLOW 
38. DO 10 L=1.N 
39. :c 8:x(L.:;=::.o 
40. eiN(I.2)=15.0 
41. BIN(1.3)=2.8 
42. BINCl.41=0.0 
43. 8IN(2.2)=3.6 
44. 3IN(2.3)=1.6 
45. BIN(2.4)=1.0 
46. C 
47. C ENTER-SUPPLEMENTAL HEAT 
48. C L=BIN NUMBER 
49. C K=1. ELECTRIC HEAT (BTU/MIN) 
50. C X=2. NON-ELECTRIC HEAT IF) 
51. DO 20 L=1.N 
52. SUPHETCL.11=0.0 
53. 20 SUPHET(L.2)=0.0 
54. C 
55. C PROGRAM CALCULATES FAN HEAT EVEN IF SUPHET=0 
56. C 
57. C ENTER PRINT OPTION 
58. C LPRINTz-1. SUMMARY ONLY 
59. C LPRINT=0. SHUTDOWN VALUES 
60. C LPRINT=1, EVERY 2 WEEKS 
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61. C LPRINT=2. EVERY WEEK 
62. C LPRINT=3. DAILY 
63. LPR1NT=-I 
6». C 
69. C LPRINT OF 0 OR LESS RECOMMENDED TO AVOID MASSIVE PRINTOUTS 
66. C 
67. C ENTER DESIRED FINAL AVG MCWB 
69. FMTA=1S.5 
69. C ENTER DESIRED FINAL MAX MCM8 
70. FMTM=I5.5 
71. C ENTER NUMBER OF LAYERS TO BE MODELED CI TO 201 
72. MAXLAr=I0 
73. C 
7*. C MAXLAV=10 USUALLY GIVES SUFFICIENT ACCURACY 
75. C 
76. C ZERO 6RNHAR ARRAY 
77. DO 982 14=1.N 
78. DO 982 J4=1.100 
79. DO 982 K4=l.3 
80. 982 GRNHARCI4. J4.IC4I=0.0 
81. C 
82. C ENTER HARVEST DATE <1 TO 100» 
83. C I=SEPT 7. 200=DEC 16 
84. IS0AY=38 
85. LISDAV=IS0AY«1 
86. C ENTER CORN PARAMETERS 
87. C L=BIN NUMBER 
88. C K=l, BUSHELS IN BIN 
89. C K=2. INITIAL MOISTURE *%W8) 
90. C K=3* INITIAL TEMP CF) 
91. C BIN IS FULL WHEN GRNHAR(L.ISOAY.1)=-I.0 
92. DO 25 L=I.N 
93. GPNHAR(L«ISDAY.2)=24.0 
9». GRNHARCL.ISDAY.31=50.0 
95. 25 GRNHARCL.LIS0AY.1}=-1.0 
96. GRNHARd .1S0AY.1>=2428. 
97. GRNHAR(2.ISDAY.11=2925. 
98. C 
99. C ENTER YEARS TO BE MODELED 163 TO 83) 
100. DO 30 1YPM0D=63.82 
101. C 
102. C ZERO STORGR ARRAY 
103. DO 981 13=1.N 
104. DO 981 J3=1.20 
105. DO 981 K3=l.7 
106. 991 ST0RGR(I3*J3.K3>=0.0 
107. NY=lYRM0D-50 
108. CALL WEATHRCIYRMOD> 
105. VRlTEtl.4005> 
110. WRtTEC3*40051 
111. 4005 FORMAT!' *1 
112. DO 40 L=1«N 
113. Ne=L 
114. CALL FALDRY 
115. 40 CONTINUE 
116. 30 CONTINUE 
117. STOP 
118. END 
119. C 
120. SUBROUTINE NEATHRt1YRMOD) 
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>21. COMMON/fiRNI>Rr/6RNHARie>IO0>3>.F«LWTHtl50.3>»STOReRf6.20.7). 
122. «IPRT.SUPNETC6.2J.1DATEI 150.3) « IF INSH.FMTA .FMTM.GRMSTA . 
123. #8IN*6,4).MEAAOO.CUMKWH,FANHRS.1COUNT.ISTIR.CFMP8. 
124. *N8.NV,IDAT.ISOAV.IFANON.LAVER.MAXLAV.RM.lPPINT,PR 
125. NH=NY 
126. DO 984 16=1,150 
127. J6=I6-50 
128. IFUe.GT.OlGO TO 985 
129. READ(NR«304I 
130. GO TO 984 
131. 985 READ<NR.304) f IDATEC J6.L6).L6=1.3t .fFALMTH(J6.K6).K6=1.3) 
132. 984 CONTINUE 
133. 304 FORMAT C3A4.2F6.1.2X.F8.6) 
13*. NR = NR * 1 
139. IF(NR.GT.33) RETURN 
136. DO 987 1=101*150 
137. 987 READ(NR.304)(IOATE(I.K).K=1.3).(FAIWTH(I.L).L=1.3) 
138. REWIND NR 
139. RETURN 
140. END 
141. C 
142. SUBROUTINE PSVSUNCDB.MB.R.W.H.OP.SV.MI 
143. C SUBROUTINE AUTHOR-- TSENG-YOA SUN 1971 
144. c •HEAT1NG.PIPING.& AIR CONDITIONING» .43(101:98-100 
145. c PSYCHOMETRIC SUBROUTINE USES A.S.H.R.A.E. ALOGORITHMS 
146. — FOR M=1 . INPUT=De.MB OUTPUT=R»tf.H.OP.SV 
147. — FOR M=2. INPUT=D8.R OUTPUT=WB«W.H.DP>SV 
148. — FOR H=3. 1NPUT=D8>W OUTPUT=WB.R.H,OP.SV 
149. — FOR M=4. ]NPUT=OB.H OUTPUT=WB.R.W.DP.SV 
ISO. — FOR Mrs. INPUT=OB«DP OUTPUTsWB.R.W.H.SV 
151. DATA PB.FS/29.921.1.0045/ 
152. GO TO(10,20.30.40.50I.M 
153. 10 pVP=PV(D8.«B.PB.FSt 
154. W=0.622*FS*PVP/(PB-FS«PVP) 
155. R=PVP/PVSF(08) 
156. GO TO 15 
157. 20 W=WF(D8.R.PB.FSl 
158. GO TO 25 
159. 50 PVP=PVSF(OP) 
160. W=0.622^FSSPVP/IPB-FS«PVP) 
161. GO TO 30 
162. 40 W=(H-0.24*081/(1061.*0.444*08) 
163. 30 R=RHF(0B.W.P8.FS> 
164. 25 WB=UBF(DB.«.PB.FSl 
165. IF(M-5)15.45.15 
166. 15 DP=DPF(DB.W.PB.FS) 
167. IF(M-4I45.55.45 
168. 45 H=0.Z4C0B«(1061.«0.444*08)*W 
169. 55 R=R*IO0. 
170. C SPECIFIC VOLUME AT TEMPERATURE 00 AND HUMIDITY RATIO * 
171. SV=(53.352«(459.67*DB)/(PB070.7262>)«(1.0«1.6078*N) 
172. RETURN 
173. END 
174- C SATURATED VAPOR PRESSURE AT TEMPERATURE OB 
175. FUNCTION PVSF(DB) 
176. DATA A.8.C/-7.90298.5.02808.-1.3816E-7/ 
177. DATA 0.E.F/H-344.8.1328E-3 .-3-49149/ 
178. DATA G.H.P.Q/-9.09718.-3.56654.0.876793.6.0273E-3/ 
179. T= (OB-*4 59.688)/! .8 
ISO. IF(T.LT.273.16)G0 TO 3 
1 3 8  
181. 2=373.16/1 
182. S=A*(Z-1.)*BCALOG10(Z)*C*«10.«4(0«ll.0-1.0/2)l-1.01 
183. S=S-»E«<10.«CF«I2-1.1>-1.1 
184. GO TO 4 
185. 3 Z=273.I6/T 
186. S=G*(Z-1.)*HCAL0G10(Z)*P*(1.-X./ZI^ALOCIO(01 
187. 4 PVSF=29.921«10.**S 
188. RETURN 
189. END 
190. C VAPOR PRESSURE AT TEMPERATURES DB AND W8 
191. FUNCTION PVCOe.«8«PB.FS) 
192. R=0.0 
193. PVS=PVSFCHBI 
194. IF(DB.LE.«e)GO TO 4  
195. WS=0.622«PVS/IPB-PVS) 
106. IF(WB.GT.32.0)GO TO 2 
197. PV=PVS-5.704E-4#PBS(DB-WB)/l.a 
198. GO TO 3 
199. 4 PV=PVS 
200. GO TO 3 
201. 2 COB=(DB-32.0)/1.8 
202. CW8=(W8-32.0I/1.8 
203. HL=597.31*0.44 09CCDB-CWB 
204. CH=0.2402^0.44094WS 
205. EX={WS-CHC«C0B-CW>/HLI/0.622 
206. PV=P8«EX/1 
207. PV=PB«E%/(1.0*EX* 
208. IF(R.GT.O.O}GO TO 3 
209. R=PV/PVSFCOB> 
210. IFCR.GT.O.IJGO TO 3 
211. WS=0.622SFSSPVS/CPB-FS«PVS> 
2X2. GO TO 2 
213. 3 RETURN 
214. END 
215. C HUMIDITY RATIO AT TEMPERATURE 06 AND RELATIVE HUMÎOITY R 
216. FUNCTION «FIDB.R.P8.FS) 
217. PVSsPVSFCDB) 
218. WS=0.622SFSSPVS/tPB-FS«PVS» 
2:9. R=RSO.O! 
220. DS=Rs>(P8-FSCPVSI/{PB-RSFS«PVS) 
221. WF=WS*DS 
222. RETURN 
223. END 
224. C RELATIVE HUMIDITY AT TEMPERATURE OB AND HUMIDITY RATIO W 
225. FUNCTION RHFtDBtW.PB.FS) 
226. PVS=PVSF(OB) 
227. WS=0.622=SFSOPVS/CPB-FS«PVS) 
228. OS=H/WS 
229. RHF=DS/(I.0-f1.0-DSICFSOPVS/PB) 
230. RETURN 
231. END 
232. C WB TEMPERATURE AT TEMPERATURE 08 ANO HUMIDITY RATIO W 
233. FUNCTION WBF(DB.W.PB.FS) 
234. VBF=OB 
235. PVD=PBCW/I (0.622-»W)SFS) 
236. 11 PVP=PVIOB.WBF.PB.FS) 
237. lFtPVP-PVD)20.30.10 
238. 10 H8F=WBF-1.0 
239. GO TO 11 
240. 20 WBH=W8F*1.0 
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241. PVH=PVIDB«weH.PB.FS> 
242. X=CPVO-PVPI/fPVH-PVP) 
243. WBF=M8H«X'*W8F«(1.0-X) 
244. 30 RETURN 
245. END 
246. C DP TEMPERATURE AT TEMPERATURE OB AND HUMIDITY RATIO W 
247. FUNCTION OPFCDB.W.PB.FSI 
248. DPF=DB 
249. PV0=P8«*/I*0.622**)*FS) 
250» 11 PVS=PVSFtOPF> 
251. IF(PVS-PVO120.30,I0 
252. 10 DPF=0PF-1,0 
253. GO TO 11 
254. 20 0PH=DPF«1.0 
255. PVH=PVSFtOPH> 
256. X=tPVO-PVS»/CPVH-PVSI 
257. DPF=DPH*X*DPF$(1.0-XI 
258. 30 RETURN 
259. END 
260. C 
261. SUBROUTINE FALORY 
262. COMMON/GRNORY/GRNHAR(6.100.3] .FALWTHI150.3I.STORGR(6.20.7). 
26 3. «lPRT.SUPHET(6.2).IOATEtl50.3).IFINSH.FMTA.FKTM.GRMSTA, 
26*. «a IN(6.41.HEAAOD.CUMKVH.FANNRS.ICOUNT.ISTIR.CFHPB. 
265. *N8.NV.IDAY.IS0AY.IFAN0N,LAYER.MAXLAY.RH.LPRINT.PR 
266. FANHRS=0.0 
267. CUMKVH=0.0 
268. I0AY=1 
269. IFAN0N=O 
270. IFINSH=0 
271. PR=0.0 
272. IC0UNT=0 
273. ISTIR=1 
274. tF(8IN(NB.4}.E0.0.01 1STIR=0 
275. IF(8IN(NB.41.60.-2.0) 1STIR=0 
276. 10 IF<GRNHAP(Ne.IDAY.l>.GT.l.) GO TO 15 
277. IFIIDAY.EQ.lOO) RETURN 
278. IDAY=IDAY*I 
279. GO TO 10 
280. 15 IF<IFlNSH.EO.l> GO TO 21 
281. IFCGRNHARCNB.lOAY.ll.LT.l.) GO TO 20 
282. IFAN0N=1 
283. DC 12 LAYER=1 .HAXLAY 
284. STORGR(NB.LAVER>I)= GRNHARINB.IS0AY.3) 
285. ST0RGR(NB.LAVER.2)= GRNHARCNO.1S0AV.2) 
286. STORGR<NB*LAYER>7} = (STaRGR(NB.LAYER.2)/llOO.-STORGRCNB.LAYER»2 ))> 
287. $ «100. 
288. STORGRCNB.LAYER.3)=ST0RGR(NB.LAYER.7) 
289. 12 CONTINUE 
290. GO TO 21 
291. 20 lF<GRNHAR(Ne.lOAY.t).EO.-1.0> IFINSN = 1 
292. 21 IPRT = 0 
293. IFCIFANON.EO.O) GO TO 18 
294. IFCLPRINT .LT. 1) GO TO 17 
295. tF(lDAV.EQ.27) 1PRT=I 
296. IF(I0AY.EQ.41) IPRT=I 
297. IF(IDAY.E0.55> IPRT=1 
298. tFIIDAV.E0.69] IPRT=1 
299. lF(IDAr.E0.83} IPRT=1 
300. IF(IDAY.E0.I0I)IPRT=1 
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301. lF(lDAY.EQ.115}tPRT=t 
302. IFtlDAV.E0.129}tPRT=l 
903. tF(ioAr.ea.i43itPRr=i 
304. tFCLPRINT .LT. 23 GO TO 17 
305. IFClDAr.E0.20} tPRT=l 
306. IF(IDAY.Ea.3«) 1PRT=I 
307. IFI10Ar.E0.«S) 1PRT=1 
300. IFI10AT.E0.62I IPRT=I 
309. lFIIDAY.Ea.76) 1PRT=1 
310. IFCIDAY.E0.90> 1PRT=I 
311. 1F(1DAV.E0.108>IPRT=1 
312. 1FCIDAV.E0.1?21IPRT=1 
313. IF(IDAY.Ea.l36}|PRT=l 
314. IFILPRINT .LT. 39 GO TO 17 
315. IPRT=I 
316. 17 CONTINUE 
317. 1FC1PRT.EQ.1> CALL PRINT 
318. 18 IF(lOAY.EO.tS0> RETURN 
31*. 1DAY=1DAV*1 
320. IFfIFANDN.EO.O) GO TO 24 
321. CALL VANCE 
322. 24 IFtlFANON.EO.O.AND.IFINSH.EQ.l> RETURN 
323. 25 IFI10AV.LT.150) GO TO 15 
324. RETURN 
325. END 
326. C 
327. SUBROUTINE PRINT 
328. COHMON/GRNORY/GRNHAR<6.100.31.FALWTH|150.3).STORGR(6.20.7I. 
329. «IPRT.SUPHET<«.2Ï.IOATEtl50.3).IFINSH,FNTA.FNTN.GRMSTA, 
330. OBINC6.4I.HEAAOD.CUMKWH.FANHRS.ICOUNT.ISTIR.CFNPS. 
331. CNS.NY.IDAY.tSOAY.IFANON.LAVER.KAXLAY.RH.LPRINT.PR 
332. REAL AVC(5) 
333. JYR =NY*50 
334. DO 40 I 1 = 1.5 
335. AVGCII) =0.0 
338. DO 30 KK=%.MAXLAY 
337. AVGIII)=AVG<1Il*ST0PGR(N8.KK.lI1/FL0AT(MAXLAY: 
338. 30 CONTINUE 
339. 4 0 CONTINUE 
340. IDAYKK=IDAY 
341. IF(IDAY.GT.100)IOAYKK=IOO 
342. WRITE(6 >100)<lOATEClOAY.KII.<1=1.3 ».IFALWTHfIDAY.KJ).KJ=1.2}. 
343. 1IFAN0N.N0.CFHPB.81N(NQ.2).FANHRS.BININB.I). 
.144. ICUMKWH.HFAADD.GRNHARINB.ISDAY.ll.MAXLAY. 
345. 2GRNHARCN8.]S0AY.2).niNeN8.4l.ISTIR 
346. 100 FORMATI"1'/«0'/'0«.lOX."DATE/PLACE....'«A4.A4.«/ .A4/0». 
347. 110%.'AVERAGE TEMP. CF) •«F6.1/*0•.lOX.*AVERAGE REL. HUM. • 
348. 2.F5.1//*0*. 
349. I'FAN (0=0FF 1=0N].......18 «Tâl•«SIN NUM8ER.16/*0•• 
350. 2'AIR FLOW ICFM/BU»....*.FB.2.T61.'FAN POWER tPCW}....•.F6.2/»0». 
351. 3*FAN HOURS .F8.1.T61.«PIN 01AHETER (FT).•.F6.1/'O•. 
352. 4«KWHS USED • .F8. 1 .T61 .«TEMP RISE CDEG F).».F6.2/'0' . 
353. S'TOTAL BUSHELS IN 8 IN.•.F8.I.T61.«NO. OF LAYERS.....*•t6/'0•• 
354. 6'INITIAL MOISTURE (W8)».F8.I.T61.'STIRRING OPTION...',F6.I/'0'. 
355. 7» TIMES STIPrvED........**18) 
356. NRITE(S.IOI) fSTORGR(NS.1.2)* 1 = 1.20). 
357. I(STORGR(NS.K.l),K=1.20)*ISTORGRCNB.L.5).L=l.20) 
358. 101 FORMAT!' '/«O'/'O*.«GRAIN MOISTURE-PERCENT WET BASE'X'O*.20F6.l/*0 
359. 1".'GRAIN TEMPERATURE-DEGREES FAHRENHEIT'/'O'.20F6.I/'O*. 
360. 2'CUMULATIVE GRAIN DETERIORATlON-PEPCENT OF DRY MATTER'/'O'. 
1 4 1  
361. 32CF6.3I 
3«2. WRITE(6 *I02)AVG(2)*AVG(3)*AVG(11.AVGCSL 
363. 102 FORMAT!• '/*0'/'0«."AVERAGE GRAIN WJISTURECPERCENT1MCWB=*.F6.1 
364. 1.» MCDB=«.F6.1/'0«."AVERAGE TEMP IF) = •.F6.2/*0•."AVERAGE DETEPIOR 
365. 2AT10NCPERCENT>=".F«.3I 
366. 1PRT=0 
367. RETURN 
368. END 
369. C 
370. SUBROUTINE FINPRT(IU) 
371. COMMON/CRNORY/GRNHA R «6.100.31.FALWTHCL50.3).STORGR(6,20.7). 
372. 9IPRT.SUPHET(6.2).IOATE(150.3).IFINSH.FMTA.FMTM.GRMSTA« 
373. EEIN(6.4).HEAAOO.CUMKWH.FANHRS.ICOUNT.ISTIR.CFHPe. 
374. CNB.NY.IOAT.ISOAY.IFANON.LAYER.MAXLAY.RH.LPRINT.PR 
375. IYRMOD=1950$NY 
376. GRHSTM=STORGRINQ.1.2 > 
377. LAVMXM=1 
378. DETHAX=STORGR(NB.L.5) 
379. LAYMXO=1 
380. OO 10 I=2.MAXLAY 
381. IF(STORGR(NB>I>5).LT.OETMAX)GQ TO 8 
382. LAVMXD=I 
383. DETMAX=STORCR(N8.I.5) 
384. 3 IFCST0RCR(Na.I.2).LT.GRMSTK)G0 TO 10 
385. LAYMXM=I 
386. GRMSTM=STORGR(NB.I.2) 
387. 10 CONTINUE 
388. 20 GRTEMP=0. 
389. GRMSTA=0. 
390. OETAVC=0. 
391. 00 15 J=1.HAXLAY 
392. GRTEMP=CPTEMP*ST0RGRFN8.J«2)/FLOAT(NAXLAY) 
393. CRMST*=CRMSTA*ST0RGR(NB,J.2)/FL0AT(MAXLAY) 
394. DETAVG=OETAVG*STORGR(NB.J.5)/FLOAT(MAXLAY) 
395. 15 CONTINUE 
396. HRITE(lU>lO0)IVRM0O>GRNHAR(NB.ISDAY.I).NB>(lDATE(lOAY.ICI).ICI = l .2). 
397. «FANHRS.CUMKWH.GRMSTA.GRMSTM.LAYMXM.OETAVG.DETMAX.LAYMXD.GRTEMP. 
398. CCFMP8 .HEAAOO.BIN(N8 >1).BIN(NB.21.8IN(NB. 4 ) .ISTIR. 
399. :ÏGRNHAR(NB.IS0AY.2) 
400. 100 FOPMAT(• .14.F7.0.2X.I2.1X.2A4.F7.0.F8.0.2FS.1.2X.12.1X.2F6.2. 
401. C]%.I2.3X.F5.1.2X,F5.2.F5.I.F4.0.F6.2.2X.F4.1.2X.I3.F9.2) 
402. RETURN 
403. END 
404. c 
405. SUBROUTINE VANCE 
406. COMMON/GRNORY/GRNHAR(6.100.3).FALWTH(150.3).STORGR(6«20.7). 
407. «IPRT.SUPHET(«.2).I0ATE(150.3).IFINSH.FHTA.FMTM.6RMST*. 
408. :T8IN(6.*).HEAADD.CUMKWH«FANMRS.IC0UNT.ISTIR.CFMP8. 
409. CNB.NR.LDAY.ISOAY.IFANON.LAYER.MAXLAY.RH.LPRINT.PR 
410. DIMENSION T(21).H(2I) 
411. COMMON/EOZ/C.GCI.TCI.MCI.DELL.IRW.OMCI.R.QFAN.TIJ 
412. EXTERNAL EQZERO 
413. c 
414. C AIRFLOW MODIFICATION EQUATIONS 
415. C 
416. 1F(BIN(NB> 4).LT.O.O) AR=1.0 
417. IF(B1N<NB.4).EO.O.O) AR=1.0-0.0I00?*PR*0.002333(PRC32) 
418. IF(BIN(NB.4).E0.1.0) AR=1.0-0.00535*PR-0.00109*(PRE*2) 
419. IF(BINFNB.4).E0.2.0) AR=1.0-0.0470CPR «0.0040IE(PRE«2) 
420. CFMPB=B1NINB.3)OAR 
1 4 2  
42*. CFM=CFMPB«GRNHARCN8.XSDAY * 1) 
422. A1RL8S=CFM/12.75 
423. C 
424. C TEMP. RISE BASED ON F1-FME)CELECTRICAL POWER INPUT TO FAN 
425. C FME=IMPELLER EFFICIENCY « MOTOR EFFICIENCY 
426. FME=0.4 25 
427. STV=8IN «NB.2)»SË.90*(I.O-FME) * SUPHETCNQ.I) 
428. HEAAOO=IBTU/AIRLBS/0.24} « SUPHETINS.2) 
429. AIRORr=HEAADD«FALWTHFLOAY.LL 
430. 0RMTBU=47.32 
431. HUMKK = FALWTHIIOAY.SI 
432. AESTEM=460.*AIRDRV 
433. ATMP=14.696 
434. DT=24 
435. VAPPPE=HUMKK SATMP/'CHOMKK *.622* 
436. DENA1R=144SCATHP-VAPPRE)/C53.35S ABST6M1 
437. c 
438. c ONLY 74% OF INPUT AIRFLOW IS EFFECTIVE JN DRYING 
439. R = ORMT8U /(CFMPB O 0.74 « 60.0 = DT 0 OENAIFF 9 MAXLAY) 
440. c 
441 . c REMAINING FAN HEAT IS IGNORED 
442. O F A N  = 0 . 0  
443. TCI)=*IRDRY 
444. H(1>=HUMKK 
445. RH = PHS(HUMKK .AIRORY 1 
446. IFIRH.GE.1.1 RH = .99 
447. XEMC = SORTI(-ALOCFL.-RH1J/C.00003829CAIRORV «50.0111 
448. c 00 LOOP *40* IS THE BEGINNING OF THE LAYER ANALYSIS. 
449. DO 40 I = I. MAXLAY 
450. Ijzl*l 
4SI. C={<.35-».008S1«STOR6HTNB.I»2>)«R>/(1.-STORGRFNB.1,2)/100.) 
452. N = 0 
453. HF=HUMKK 
454 « 0ELL=C1094.-.57«T(I>>«4.35 « EXPF-29.25 * STORGRCNB>I.3>/100 
455. c WHEN IRW = 0 DRYING 
458. c WHEN IRW = 1 REWETTING 
457. c WHEN IRW = 2 HYSTERESIS 
458. IRW = 0 
459. RHA = RHS(H(I).T(I)> 
460. IFCRHA.GE.I.) RHA = .99 
461. ERHD = L.-EXP<-3.82E-5«ITCU«50.0)SSTORGRTNB.I.31S«2I 
462. IF(RHA.LT.ERHD) GO TO 200 
463. ERHW = l.-EXPC-*.045E-4«fTtII'»5O.OI«STORGRfNB.t.3Je*I.72I 
464. IFIRHA.GT.ERHW) GO TO 199 
465. XMl = ST0Ri5P(N8.I«3} 
466. HF = HI 1) 
467. IRW = 2 
468. CO TO 198 
469. 199 CONTINUE 
470. IRW r 1 
471. 200 CONTINUE 
472. IFIIRW.EO.l) GO TO 1201 
473. AA = H<I> 
474. BB = H(I) * .001 
«75. GO TO 1202 
476. I201 CONTINUE 
«77. BB = HID 
478. AA = Hit) - .001 
479. 1202 CONTINUE 
480. CCI = STORGRINB.I.L} 
1 4 3  
481. TCl = Tfl> 
4S2. HCl = H<I> 
«83. DMCl = ST0RGRINB.I.9) 
«8«. CALL ZEROUTCAA. 88. .000005. EOZERO} 
«85. HF = CAA * 8B) / 2.0 
«86. XHI = STORGRCNB.I.3} - I00«CHF - HCll) / R 
«87. TCtJ) = CC«STORGRCNe*I*Il * .2«9TCII « .«5«HCI}«TCI> * OFAN 
«88. ••CCHF>Htl))«C1060.8«32.-STORGRCNB.t.1I«0ELL})}/C.24-».«5«HF«CI 
«89. C IF THE THIN LAYER EQUATION IS BYPASSED. GO TO «60# FROM HERE 
«90. IFCIRH.EO.l) GO TO 60 
«91. CM 1=ABS CSTORGR(NB.1.3)-XMl} 
«92. IFCCM1.LT..0001> GO TO 60 
«93. XMC=STORGR(NB.1.3) 
«9«. CALLTHLYLT(XMC.T CI>.HCIl.OT.STORGR(NB.1.7).KAB.RMl.XMEl.TXMOl. 
«95. « l.RHA.IRW) 
«96. CM2=ABS(STORGR(NB.1.3)-XMC) 
«97. IFtCMl.LT.CHZI GO TO 60 
«98. XMI=XMC 
«99. MF=M(I)*Q.OI*R*CSTORGRCNB.I.31-%MIJ 
500. 198 CONTINUE 
501. TtlJ) = (CeSTORGRfNS.I.lJ • .24*T(1) • .45«H(I)CT(I> • OFAN 
502. «-((MF-H«%);*(1060.8*32.-ST0RCR(N8.T.1**DELL)))/C.2«*.«5#HF*C) 
503. 60 CONTINUE 
50«. ST0RGR(NB*I.3) = XMI 
505. STORGR(NB.L•2)=(100.CSTORGR(NB.I.3))/(100.«STORGRCNB•1.3)> 
506. STORGRCNB.I.1>=T(IJ) 
507. H(IJ)=HF 
508. STORGR(NB.I.6)=ST0RGR(NB.I.61 * (CT9230.)/' 
509. O (SAFESCSTORGRCNB.I.1).STORGRCNB.1.2)1> 
510. STORGRCNB.I>5>=.0884 «(EXPC.006«ST0RGR(NB*I.6))-l.)«.00102« 
51 1. C ST0RGR(NB.1.6) 
512. 40 CONTINUE 
513. FANHRS=FANHRS*DT 
51«. 0AVENG=DT«(BtN(NB.2)*0.017S8CSUPHET(NB.l)) 
515. CUMK*M=CUMKWM*DAYENG 
516. C 
517. C LOGIC FOR BIN SHUT DOWN 
518. c 
519. GRMSTA=0.0 
520. GRHSTM=0.0 
521. GRTHAX=0.0 
522. DO 310 1=1.MAXLAY 
523. GRMSTA=GRMS TA *STOPGR C NB.I.2)/FLOAT(MAXLAV) 
S2«. 310 1F(ST0RGR(NB.I.2).GT.GRMS TM)GRMSTM =STORGR(NB.I.2) 
525. PR=GRNHAR(NB.ISDAY.2)-GRHSTA 
526. IF(8IN(N8.4>.LE.0.0) CO TO 320 
527. IF(GRMSTA.LE.FMTA) GO TO 319 
526. 1F(B1N(N8.4).EQ.1.0) GO TO 315 
529. ICOUNT=ICOUNT • 1 
530. IF(IC0UNT.E0.7) GO TO 319 
531. GO TO 320 
532. 315 IF(GPNHAR(N6.IS0AY.2).LT.ZI.O.OR.ISTJR.E0.2> SO TO 320 
533. IF(GRMSTA.GT.20.0) GO TO 320 
534. 319 CALL STIR 
535. GRHSTM=GRMSTA 
536. 320 DO 330 1=1.MAXLAV 
537. 330 IF(STORGRCNB.I.1).GT.GRTMAX)GRTHAX=ST0R6RCNB.l.1) 
538. IFdDAY.EQ.lOOl IFINSH=1 
539. IFdFINSH.EO.1) GO TO 300 
540. IF(GRMSTA.CT.FMTA.OR.CRMSTM.CT.FMTM) RETURN 
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541. CALL FiNPRTtt) 
542. IFANON = 0 
543. RETURN 
544. 300 IF(CRMSTA.LT.FMTA.ANO.GRMSTM.LT.FHTM) GO TO 360 
545. IF(tDAT.EO.lOO) GO TO 350 
546. IFCIDAV.EQ.ISCI GO TO 360 
547. IF(I0AV.LT.69.0R.IDAY.GT.100) RETURN 
548. IFtGRTMAX.GE.30.)RETURN 
549. IFIST0R6RCNB«MAXLAY.Z).LT.18.) GO TO 350 
550. IFtGRTMAX.GT.25.)RETURN 
551. tF(tOAV.LT.85>RETURN 
552. lF(ST0RGRCNB>MAXLAV.2).LT.20.1Ga TO 350 
553. IFCGRTMAX.GE.20.1RETUflN 
554. 350 IFANONsO 
555. STRTIN=C105*I00-I0AY»«24. 
556. IF(LPRINT.GE.O) CALL PRINT 
557. CALL FINPRT(tI 
558. DO 355 I=1.MAXLAV 
559. STORGRtNB.I.6)=ST0RGRINB.I.61 -* (STRT1M#230.)/ 
560. «(SAFESt STOPGRfNB.I.1>>STORGRINB>1.2)1} 
561. STORGRtNB.I.5l=.08849(EXPC.Oa6£STORGR(NB.I.6)I>1.) 
562. *+.0OlO2#STORGR(N8,I.6) 
563. 355 CONTINUE 
564. 1F«NY.GE.33I CALL FINPRTOI 
565. IFINY.GE.33Ï RETURN 
566. 1FAN0N=1 
567. IOAY=100 
568. RETURN 
569. 360 IFANON=0 
570. IFtLPRINT.GE.O)CALL PRINT 
571. IFIIOAY.LT.100) CALL FINPRT(1) 
572. CALL FINPRTC3) 
573. RETURN 
574. END 
575. C 
576. SUBROUTINE STIR 
577. COMHON/GRNORV/GRNHARC A. 10 0.3 }.FALWTHC150.3 I.STORGR (6.20. 7). 
578. «1PRT.SUPHET(6.2).lOATEilSO.3 S.IFIKSH.FMTA.FHTM>GRHSTA. 
579. «BINI6.4).HEAAOO.CUMKHH.FANHRS.ICOUNT.ISTIR.CFMPB. 
580. «NB.NY.IOAY.ISOAY.IFANON.LAYER.MAXLAY.RH.LPRINT.PR 
581. IST:P=ISTIR*1 
582. 1C0UNT=0 
583. OSMCA = (GRMSTA/C100.-SRMSTAJ >ei00. 
584. AVGT=0.0 
585. AVGD=0.0 
586. DC too 1=1.MAXLAY 
587. AVGTsAVGT*STORGRCNS*I.1I/FLOAT(MAXLAY) 
583. 100 AVG0=AVG0«ST0RGRCNB.I.5)/'FLCAT(MAXLAV) 
589. DO 110 1=1.MAXLAY 
590. STORGRCNB.l.1I=*VGT 
591. ST0RGR(N8.I.2)=GRMSTA 
592. STORGRCNB.l.3)=OBMCA 
593. 110 S T ORGR(N8.I.5)=AVG0 
594. RETURN 
595. END 
596. C 
597. FUNCTIONSAFES(T.WB) 
598. W=VB 
599. IF<W .LE. I)*=W*1Q0. 
600. 0M=1.0 
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601. TR=230.0 
602. OB=W/(100.-«}9IOO. 
603. XMM=.103$*E%P(45S./DB##1.83)-.OOe»5*OB*:.5S8l 
604. lF(T-60.>10.20.20 
605. 10 XMT=128.76CEXP(-.0819T) 
606. G0T070 
607. 20 IF(*-19.130.30.40 
608. 30 «=19. 
600. *0 IF(W-28.>60*60.50 
610. 50 «=28. 
611. 60 XMT=32.3«EXP(-3.48«T/60.)*(«-t9.>«.01«EXP(.61#(T-60.>/60.> 
612. 70 SAFES=TR$XMM9XMT#0M 
613. RETURN 
61*. END 
615. C 
616. C FUNCTION EQZERO 02/27/76 
617. FUNCTION EQZERO(HF> 
618. COHMON/EOZ/C*C>T.H«DELL*XR«»OM.R.aFAN.TIJ 
619. XMl = DM - lOO-O 3(HF - HI/ R 
620. TIJ = CCSG • .24 ST* .45«H*T • OFAN 
621. * -((HF - H>S(10eO.8 • 32.0 - G • 0ELL>>>/(.24 • .4S«HF • C> 
622. IF(XMI.LT..001> XMl = .001 
623. IFIlRW.EO.l) GO TO 1190 
624. ERH = 1. - EXP(-3.82E-5S(TIJ * 50.0) S XMI^«2) 
625. GO TO 1191 
626. 1190 CONTINUE 
627. ERH = 1. - EXP(-1.045E-**(TIJ* 50.0) S XMICS1.72) 
628. 1191 CONTINUE 
629. RHSS = RHS(HF.TIJ> 
630. EOZERO = ERH - RHSS 
631. RETURN 
632. END 
633. C V V V V C V V V V V -f V VVV V vvv vv vv 
634. FUNCTION PSD8 (OB> 
635. DOUBLE PRECISION R.A.B.C.D.E.F.G 
636. REAL#8 OEXP 
637. DATA R.A.B.C.O.E.F.G/.3206182232004.-.274055258361426005*.54189607 
638. A6328951002*-.4513703841126550-1..215321191636354D-4.-.462026656619 
639. 89820-8..2416127209874001..1215465167060550-2/ 
640. IF(0B-4Q1.69) 1.2.2 
641. 1 PSOB= EXP(23.3924-11286.64 /OB-.46057«ALOG(OB>) 
642. RETURN 
643. 2 PSD8=RCDEXP((A+OB*(8 +DB*(C*08*(0$DB*E)>))/(OB*(F-G$DB))) 
644. RETURN 
645. END 
646. C 
647. C RHS SUBPROGRAM 
648. FUNCTION RHS(H* TS) 
649. T = TS • 459.69 
650. PS = PSOBIT) 
651. RHS = (14.6963H/(H * 0.621911/ PS 
652. RETURN 
653. END 
654. C 
655. C SUBROUTINE ZEROUT 
656. SUBROUTINE 2ER0UT(A* B* EPS* FUNO 
657. C UPDATE 8/17/76. 
658. C RANGE SELECTOR ADDED. 
659. REAL 1. M 
660. IC = O 
146 
fi61. D  =  B  -  A  
662. 20 CONTINUE 
663. IF(tC.CE.20l GO TO 30 
66*. F* = FUNCCA] 
669. FB = FUNC(B) 
666. FC = FA 
667. C = A 
668. IF(SIGNCl..FBI.NE.StGNCl..FCIf GO TO Ï 
669. IC = IC • 1 
670. IF(A6SCFAI.GT.ABSCFa}l GO TO 21 
671. B = A •» C2«EPS} 
672. A = A - O 
673. GO to 20 
67*. 30 CONTINUE 
675. WR1TEC6>100> 1C> A. 8. FA. FB 
676. 100 FORMAT * 1X. ' ZEROUT CANT FIND A RANGE IN .12.» ITERATIONS. LIMITS 
677. S=*t2F12.6>* FUNCTION VALUES = •.2F12.6» 
678. RETURN 
679. 21 CONTINUE 
680. A = B - I2CEPSI 
681. 8 = B * D 
682. GO TO 2 0 
683. 1 IF(*BS(FO - ABS(FB) I 2. 3. 3 
684. 2 C = B 
685. 8 = A 
686. A = C 
687. FC = FB 
688. FB = FA 
689. FA = FC 
690. 3 IF(ASSCC - 81 - 2. « EPS» 12. 12» * 
691. 4 M = (C * B) / 2.0 
692. OIV=FB-FA 
693. IF(OIV.EO.O.> GO TO 7 
69*. CALL OVERFLCIREGI 
695. I=(B-A)«FB/OIV 
696. CALL OVERFL(IREG) 
697. IF C1REG.NE.2) GO TO 7 
698. 5 I = -1 • B 
699. CHINT = (B - 1) » CK - IÎ 
700. IFtCHIMTJ 8. S. 7 
701. 7 I = M 
702. 8 IFIABSIB - I> - EPSÏ 9. 10. 10 
703. 9 1= SIGN(1..CC - B)1 S EPS • 8 
704. 10 A = B 
705. 3 = r 
706. FA = FB 
707. FB = FUNCCBJ 
708. IFCSIGNfl..FB) - SIGNC1..FC)) 1. II. 1 
709. 11 C = A 
710. FC = FA 
711. GO TO 1 
712. 12 A = CC • BJ • 2.0 
713. FA = FUNCCA) 
71*. 1FCSIGN(1.>FAJ.E0.SIGNC1..FB)) B = C 
715. RETURN 
716. END 
717. c 
718. C 
719. SUBROUT INE THLYLTf XHC .TH.HA .CELT .XMO .K AB.RH.XME.TXMO. I .RHA.IRW ) 
720. DIMENSION TGUESS(50) 
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721. DATA TGUESS/SOftI.0/ 
722. RH = RHA 
723. XHE=S0RTCC-AL0G(1.-RH})/C.0000382«(TH«S0.>)) 
724. IFCXHE.LT.XMCl GO TO 12 
725. HRlTEf6.1090) XMC.XME. IPW. TH. RH 
726. 1090 FORHATCIX.«POSSIBLE ERROR IN THLTLT. VARIALBES •.2F8.4.15.2F8.4) 
727. 12 IFtXMO.LT.XMCI GO TO 13 
728. TXMO=XHO 
729. 60 TO 15 
730. 13 TXHO=XMC 
731. 15 DELM=TXMO-XME 
732. XMR=IXMC-XME*/DELM 
733. 
734. EQUATIONS TO FIND MOISTURE CONTENT BV M.A. SABSAH 
735. C»#*** 
736. 101 RSO=RH«RH 
737. X=SORT(6.0142*1.*53$RS01-0.01?TH«SOPT(3.353*3.*RSO) 
738. Y=0.124 5-0.22^RH*0.0023«RHSTH-0.000058«TH 
739. K=0 
740. T1=TGUESS<I> 
741. CHECK IF DERIVATIVE IS VERY LARGE...IF IT IS ASSIGN T2=0.0 
742. IF(XMR.LT..999I GO TO 102 
743. T2=0.0 
744. GOTO 104 
745. 102 U=ALOGt-ALOG<XMR>) 
746. C*#»»* NEWTON-RAPHSON TECHNIQUE TO FIND EQUIVALENT TIME 
747. 103 Zl=XOT199Y-.664OAL0GCTl>«U 
748. Z2=X#Y*T1##(V-I.664/Tl 
749. T2=T1-Z1/Z2 
750. K=K*I 
751. EPS=A8SCT2-T1I 
752. IFCT2.LT.0.01 T2=0.0010 
753. T1=T2 
754. IFtK.LT.ao? GO TO 300 
755. WRITE(6.150) K 
756. WRITE(6.301)T2.T1.Z1tZ2.X.Y.U.XMR 
757. 301 FORMATtlOF12.4I 
758. STOP 
759. 300 CONTINUE 
760. ISO F0RMATI33H0THE METHOD HAS NOT CONVERGED IN . I2.11H ITERATIONS! 
761. IFCEPS.GT..0t.0R.Zt.GT..01} GO TO 103 
762. C*#$#$ ADD DELT TO EQUILVALENT TIME. SOLVE FOR NEW M AND RETURN 
763. 104 T2=T2*DELT 
764. TGUESSCI1=T2 
765. XMC=DEIM*EXP(-EXP(-X$T2**Y)*T2*C.664 1*XME 
766. RETURN 
767. END 
768. /•/GO.FTOlFOOl 
769. //GO.FT03F001 
770. /•/GO.FT04F001 
771. //GO.FT13F001 
772. //GO.FTI4F001 
773. //CO.FT15F001 
774. //GO.FT16F001 
775. //GO.FT17F001 
776. //CO.FT18F001 
777. //GO.FT19F001 
778. //GO.FT20F001 
779. //C0.FT21F001 
780. //G0.FT22F001 
DO SYSOUT=A *DC8 = CRECFM=FSA.LRECL = 133«BLKSIZE=133) 
DO SYS0UT=A.DCS=IRECFM=FeA.LRECL=133.8LKSIZE=1331 
DD SYS0UT=A.DCB=CRECFM=FBA.LRECL=133.BLICS12E=133) 
DO 0SN=W.13463.DLIB rDM631.01SP=SHR 
DD 0SN=W.13463.0L1BC0H641.DISP=SHR 
DD OSN=W.13463.DLI8<DM6S)*DISP=SHR 
DO 0SN=tf. 13463.0LIBC0M66).0ISP=SHR 
DD 0SN=*.13453.DLIB(DM67*.D1SP=SHR 
DD DSN=W.I3463.DLIBCDM68).DISP=SHR 
DD 0SN=W.13463.DLIB < 0M69l.DISP=SHR 
DD DSN=W.I3463.DLI8CDM70}.DISP=SHR 
DD OSN=*.13463.DLI8(0M7i;.0ISP=SHR 
DD 0SN=M.13463.DLIB(DM72).DISP=SHR 
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781. //CO .FT23F00X 00 0SN=W. 13*63.DLie<DM73l .DISP=SHR 
782. //GO .FT24F001 DO DSN=W. 13*63.DL1BI0M7*) .OISP=SHR 
783. //GO .FT25F001 DO DSN=W. 13*63.0LIB(DM75} >OISP=SHR 
78*. //GO .FT26F00I DO DSNS». 13*63.DLX8<0M76I •OISP=SHR 
789. //GO .FT27F001 DD DSN=W. t3*63.0LIB(DM77> .DISP=SHR 
786. //GO .FT28F001 DO DSN=». X3*63.DLIB(DM78} .DISP=SHR 
787. //GO .FT29F001 DD DSNS». 13*63.DLXB<0M791 •DXSP=SHR 
788. //GO .FT30F001 DO DSN=W. X3*63.DLXB(0M80} .OISP=SHR 
789. //GO .FT31F001 DD 0SN=W. 13*63.DLlBfOMSll .OXSP=SHR 
790. //GO .FT32F001 DO DSNS». :3*63.D11B(DM82* .OISP=SHR 
791. //GO .FT33F001 00 OSNSW. 13*63.0LIBCDMa3} .01SP=SHR 
792. //GO .SVSIN DO « 
793. /$ 
BII Ml 
TZIH BOSIBLS •C. orr 
1963 2*28 1 6311 6 
1963 2925. 2 6312 3 
1964 2*28 1 6*11 8 
196% 2925. 2 65 426 
1965 2*28. 1 6511 5 
1965 2925. 2 6512 8 
1966 2*28. 1 6611 * 
1966 2925. 2 67 4 7 
1967 2428. 1 6711 5 
1967 2925. 2 671128 
1968 2428. 1 6811 7 
1968 2925. 2 69 *11 
1969 2*28. 1 6911 9 
1369 2925. 2 6912 1 
1970 2428. 1 7011 9 
1970 2925. 2 7012 5 
1971 2428. 1 711111 
1971 2925. 2 72 *10 
1972 2428. 1 73 *10 
1972 2925. 2 73 *26 
1973 2*28. 1 7311 « 
1973 2925. 2 74 * * 
197a 2428. 1 7411 3 
197« 2925. 2 75 * 8 
1975 2428. 1 7511 3 
1975 2925. 2 7512 6 
1976 2428. 1 7611 9 
1976 2925. 2 761126 
1977 2428. 1 771110 
1977 2925. 2 78 * 6 
1978 2428. 1 7811 5 
1978 2925. 2 79 *1* 
1979 2428. 1 7911 7 
1979 2925. 2 SO * 7 
1980 2428. 1 ecu 7 
1980 2925. 2 801122 
1981 2428. 1 8111 6 
1981 2925. 2 811128 
1982 2428. 1 8211 6 
1982 2925. 2 63 *15 
SQRiaRT cr SIBOUTKO DKTBI SBSOLTS 
riML SIOT D0«> COIDZTIO>S 
Tkt ins cuza noisroitE ocTExzoRjrxov 
•cots 0!BD ATC BAZ LATEI *»c I! IX LATEX 
528. 
117*. 
7920. 
*23*. 
12.8 
15.5 
1*.9 
15.5 
10 
10 
0.47 
0.68 
0.75 10 
C.6« 10 
576. 
1752. 
86*0. 
6307. 
1*.2 
15.5 
15.3 
15.5 
10 
10 
0.1* 
0.40 
0.32 10 
0.*0 10 
50*. 
1296. 
7560. 
*666. 
12.* 
15.5 
15.2 
15.5 
10 
10 
0.25 
0.38 
0.39 10 
0.38 10 
*80. 
1296. 
7200. 
4666. 
12.1 
15.5 
15.0 
15.5 
10 
10 
0.07 
0.16 
0.1* 10 
0.16 10 
50*. 
1056. 
7560. 
3802. 
13 * 
15.* 
15.3 
15.* 
10 
10 
0.07 
0.13 
0.15 10 
0.13 10 
552. 
1536. 
8280. 
5530. 
13.3 
15.* 
15.1 
15.* 
10 
10 
0.1* 
0.27 
0.26 10 
0.27 10 
600. 
1128. 
90CC. 
4061. 
13.3 
15.* 
1*.9 
15.* 
10 
13 
0.09 
0.16 
0.17 10 
0.16 10 
600. 
1224. 
9000. 
4406. 
13.7 
15.3 
15.3 
15.3 
10 
10 
0.18 
0.30 
0.35 10 
0.30 10 
6*8. . 
1656. 
9720. 
5962. 
13.3 
15.5 
15.0 
15.5 
10 
10 
0.40 
0.75 
0.75 10 
0.75 10 
98*. 
1800. 
14760. 
6480. 
1*.* 
15.* 
15.4 
15.* 
10 
10 
0.1* 
0.40 
0.30 10 
0.40 10 
480. 
1320. 
7200. 
4752. 
13.1 
15.5 
15.3 
15.5 
10 
10 
0.15 
0.31 
0.32 10 
0.31 10 
456. 
1344. 
6840. 
4838. 
13.7 
15.5 
15.* 
15.5 
10 
10 
0.13 
0.31 
0.36 10 
0.31 10 
456. 
12*8. 
6840. 
4493. 
13.2 
15.* 
15.3 
15.* 
10 
10 
0.12 
0.30 
0.26 10 
0.30 10 
600. 
1008. 
9000. 
3629. 
12.* 
15.* 
1*.9 
15.* 
10 
10 
0.05 
0.09 
0.12 10 
0.09 10 
62*. 
1368. 
9360. 
4925. 
1*.1 
15 * 
15.* 
15.* 
10 
10 
0.19 
0.*5 
0.*6 10 
0.*5 10 
50*. 
1*88. 
7560. 
5357. 
12.8 
15.* 
15.* 
15.* 
10 
10 
0.13 
0.26 
0.27 10 
0.26 10 
552. 
1296. 
8280. 
4666. 
13.2 
15.4 
15.1 
15.* 
10 
10 
0.26 
O.ft* 
0.** 10 
0.** 10 
552. 
912. 
8280. 
3283. 
12.2 
15.5 
14.3 
15.5 
10 
10 
0.11 
0.17 
0.19 10 
0.17 10 
528. 
1056. 
7920. 
3802. 
13.2 
15.* 
15.* 
15.* 
10 
10 
0.11 
0.23 
0.26 10 
0.23 10 
528. 
1680. 
7920. 
6048. 
13.1 
15,5 
15.3 
15.5 
10 
10 
0.12 
0.25 
0.25 10 
0.25 10 
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